
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:21 PM 
Sweet, Joel; 

RE: Pay Day Lending 

Either day 'Norks for fYIi:;·just iN me know, 

Thilnks 

From: Sweet, Joel 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Pay Day Lending 

I\ilondav could wmk for me. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Sweet, Joel; 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Pay Day Lending 

I have sornettllr�g scheduled lomorro'N that I might b,:; Cible to move. Can ':IOU do lunch on iv'lond"I,/? If not, I will move 
my other thing. 

From: Sweet, Joe
Sent: Wednesday, l'v1ay 15, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Pay Day Lending 

HOIiv' 3boullunch on Thursday? Josh is not avaiiable, but I'd like lo bring who:s det3iled to our office from 
Tr"ea,,>Uf''j " 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Sweet, Joel; Cassak, Lance D. 
Cc: Burke, Josh; Dunn, Charles B. (crV) 
Subject: RE: Pay Day Lending 

Joel ··  

As  rnent:oned, '.,Ne've, been looking closely at the LFT,t.. - and the liability of both trH:; originating banks and any of 

the processors to whom the,;, gi\!e their r;)uting number for acces·s to the ,i\CH svstem. N!�CHP', (the FINru� like group over 

the ACH system) hO:OS the bank liable it it lets a 3d pat"ty use its number for processing ACH debit::;/credit::; that are 
returned. Pmd the rule« require a system of oversight, but, .. Disincenti\!es <;till abDund. 

�v10nday's tough next week. Tues; wed .. thurs eithe( lunch or otherwise",' Let us know what works. 
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Thank';" 
Dana 

From: Sweet, Joel 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07,2013 12:23 PM 
To: ; 
Cc: Dunn, Charles B. (CIV) 

Subject: Pay Day Lending 

and � 

We have an idea for a joint project that we want to jump on ASAP, A provision of the 

Electronic Funds Transfer Act! 15 U.$,C Sec. 1693k! states� 

_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._. 
; 
; 
; 
i 
; 
; 
; 

This material has been redacted. 

r--------------------------------Re-dacte-cT-------------------------------rvve-·ifee(fVoTjYej{JSet�t"isean(f-.--.-.-.--.-.-.-. 
'-
fixpi£t:rence,--C�i-we-iroThTsTQ�ietfi-erT------.-.--.-.-.--.-.-.--.-.--.-.--, 

And in response to your question below � yes -- let!§ have lunch {Thursday?) and discuss 

further. 
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Joe! 

Joel M SINeet, Trial Attorney 
Consum;:!l" r;rot;:!ction Branch 
United St.ates Department of Justice 

450 :5,1 Street, NW 

Washington, DC 7.o:'dO (2.000:1. tGr Fedex/UPS) 
T: 

 

From: 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 6:05 PM 
To: Sweet, Joel 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: Combining efforts 

.Ioel, 

Lcmce and ate in a work'�h()p in Va on negotiation '>trategies on tue':; and 'Ned, Do you think we shd set up a time to talk 

or have lunch or �Vhilf? (I, for Olle, an: ill,;vays garne for lunch _ 

Coun';el 
l.egal Division, Consunwr Enforcement Unit 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street, f'l,\V" F-7.034 

\N;;Jshington, D,C 20429 

From: Sweet, Joel 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 05:49 PI\!] 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Combining efforts 

Guys-

J !\i'iS 
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From: 
Sent: Monday, April 29,2013 6:35 PM 
To: Sweet, Joel 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: Combining efforts 

"\t your pleasure. 

Counsel 
legal Division, ConslJmer Enforcement Unit 
Federal Depost Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street ['LV';., F-Z034 
\Nashingtofl, D.C 20429 

) 

From: Sweet, Joel 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 06:33 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Combining efforts 

Let's discuss further. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Sweet, Joel 
Cc: 
Subject: Combining efforts 

Joel

Thanks again for taking the time for walking Marguerite through everything last week. When you get a chance, Lance 

and I would like to talk to you about whether or not there is a possibility of a detail to your project in which we could 

combine forces. We don't have nearly the manpower you do here but there's a very great interest in the same goal. 

We haven't yet talked to our higher powers; we want to talk to you about a) whether it's feasible and b) how we could 

go about getting it done. Lance has had decades in banking and private sector litigation; I've been a litigator at both DOJ 

and the FTC as well as with a cyber-forensics firm, and was detailed from the FTC to the USAO for the SDFla as a SAUSA. I 

worked at the FTC for a long time with who I think is one of your colleagues in Consumer Lit. 

Give us a buzz when you get a chance. 

Thanks much. 
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Counsel, Consumer Enforcement Unit 

Legal Division, FDIC 

(
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Joel  

Monday, March 11, 2013 1:36 PM 

Sweet, Joel ((IV) 

RE: Pay Day Lending and third party processors 

\t,Je C<1n do 10 ish tomorrmv if that would work O'Jt I have a short day. V\fe would be happy to corne to you. 

Is that ok? 

Thanks. 

From: Sweet, Joel (CIV) 
Sent: Monday, March 11,2013 1:10 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Pay Day Lending and third party processors 

Hovv about tomorrow. Tuesd,,)v? Can vou guys corne here (450 Fifth St, r<.JW)? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 6:37 PM 
To: Sweet, Joel (CIV) 
Cc: Cassak, Lance D. 
Subject: RE: Pay Day Lending and third party processors 

Joel··· 

15 the re a d;;:y next week thCit would be good fOf lunch? \.#:; would reaHy like to pkk your brdin on sorne issues that have 

come up. 

I'm going to be tr ave! ing a bit of the ·week of the 18'h, then it's Sprmg Break and LegoLand for me the \lveek ofthe 1.:/", 

Thdnks. 

From: Sweet, Joel (CIV) 
Sent: Thursday, February 28,2013 6:12 PIVl 
To: 
Subject: Pay Day Lending 

Dana -

FDICHOGR00000719 



Sorry it's taken a couple of days for me to get back to you. Just got my email and phone up and running today. Please 

call me if you and your colleagues want to discuss PDL. I'll be travelling tomorrow best to send an email. 

Best, 

Joel 

Joel M. Sweet 

Consumer Protection Branch, DOJ 

T
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joel, 

Friday, April 26,2013 8:47 AM 

Sweet, Joel (CIV) 

 

Devices under 18 USC 1029 

I was referring to 18 USC 1029 the other day, trafficking in devices, since check s sent through the ACH system with 

routing and numbers are arguably "devices" under 1029(e)(1), and they are received by wire. 

And if, just if you want to go that way, that's a predicate for criminal RICO. 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

together and \viii be in touch scon. 

 

Monday, May 20, 2013 4:25 PM 

Sweet joei; 

Bresnick, Michael J (ODAG); Goldberg, Richard; Burke, Josh 

RE: FDIC DOJ Cooperation 

From: Sweet, Joel 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 4:23 PM 

To: 
Cc: Bresnick, Michael J (ODAG); Goldberg, Richard; Burke, Josh 

Subject: FDIC-DOJ Cooperation 

Dana and Lance

!t '.vas good speaking with you guys today about the common interests of our agencies. ! have worked closely with FD!C 

iegional folks in the past with excellent iesults for both agencies. 'liVe all aie working in the same space and have 

consumer protection agendas/ so it makes sense to expiore ways to work together for example by sharing investigative 

materiai to further our respective iegaVenforcement actions. As i mentioned/ we wouid weicome your assistance in 

evaluating anticipated subpoena responses from a large number of banks (many of them regulated by the FDIC). And 

we would like to continue our discussions about approaches to the payday lending industry. 

I am bringing Mike Bresnick into the discussion. Mike is the Executive Director of the Financial Fraud Enforcement Task 

Force (stopfraud.gov), \,vhich includes both DOJ and FD!C. He may have insight and ideas about hO\J\j we can better 

collaborate. Please fee! free to speak \"vith Mike directly. 

joei ivi. Sweet/ Triai Attorney 

Consumer Protection Branch 

United States Department of Justice 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Benardo, Michael B. 

Tuesday, April 05, 2011 3:32 PM 

Hartigan, Frank A. 

Subject: FW: Supervisory Insights Article on Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 

Importance: High 

FYI. 

From: Benardo, Michael B. 
Sent: Tuesday, April OS, 2011 3:30 PM 
To: Wirtz, Robert J. 
Subject: RE: Supervisory Insights Article on Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 
Importance: High 

Bob-

Here is the latest version of tile TPPP 31 journa l article, in case you want to review it a�laill. 

Frank and I were ta lking ttlat to make sure Hlis qets attention t)y t)ottl RM ami DCP examiners tt1at it v,/Oulti be good if a 
DCP person \rvere a co-auttlOr. Would you like to be Hlat person? 

Mike 

From: Wirtz, Robert J. 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:25 PM 
To: Benardo, Michael B. 
Cc: Geiger, Jennifer M.; Cornell Pape, Anna C. 
Subject: FW: Supervisory Insights Article on Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 

Mike, 

Very nice job on this. My suggested edits are in the attached document. I used track changes. On page 9, 'where you 
discuss consumer complaints in the top paragraph, I'm wondering if we should provide examples of the blogs or Web 
sites,for example, ripoffreporL com . I know we need to be careful about not providing an endorsement and we don't want 
banks to think they only need to research sites that we mention. Just a thought. 

Bob 

From: Benardo, Michael B. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 7:53 PM 
To: Wirtz, Robert J.; Geiger, Jennifer M.; Cornell-Pape, Anna C. 
Subject: Supervisory Insights Article on Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 

If you 11ave time ... 
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Attached is the fil"st draft of a Supervisory Insights article on Third Paliy Payment Processor Relationships. If you have 
time, I would appreciate it if you (or a designee) could review it and provide comments to me, especially from each of your 
unique perspectives. 

« File: TPPP Article.docx » 

Unfortunately, I am a bit behind in comparison to the production schedule for the next issue of Supervisory Insights, so I 
ask that you provide comments soon. 

Thank you, 

Mike 
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Managing Risks in Third-Party Payment Processor Relationships 

During the past few years, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) has 

observed an increase in the number of deposit relationships between fnancial institutions and 

third-party payment processors and a corresponding increase in the risks associated with these 

relationships. Deposit relationships with payment processors can expose financial institutions to 

risks not present in typical commercial customer relationships, including greater strategic, credit, 

compliance, transaction, legal, and reputation risk. It was for this reason in 2008 that the FDIC 

issued Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships which outlines risk mitigation principles 

for this type of higher-risk activity. 
1 

Although many payment processors effect legitimate payment transactions for a variety 

of reputable merchants, an increasing number of processors have been initiating payments for 

abusive telemarketers; deceptive online merchants; and organizations that engage in high risk or 

illegal activities. Tn the absence of adequate monitoring systems and controls, a financial 

institution could be facilitating unauthorized transactions and, ultimately, unfair and deceptive 

practices resulting in financial harm to the consumer. Therefore, it is essential that financial 

institutions and examiners recognize and understand the risks associated with these relationships. 

This article explains the role of third-party payment processors and the risks they can 

present to financial institutions, identifies warning signs that may indicate heightened risk in a 

payment processor relationship, and discusses the risk mitigation controls that should be in place 

I
Finaneial Institution Letter (FILl 127-2008_ Guidance on PaYlIJent Processor Relationships. dated Noycmbcr 7,2008. See: 

h1trJ��J,:�):, '?:':JQ!.�:£"�'X/!):;��';.�;,:J!.t;.\�SJ}))'4}):;.i.+.t'�J..(�Q�:D)J��))7JlJ.m.t 
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to manage this risk. The article concludes with an overview of supervisory remedies that may be 

used when it is determined that a financial institution does not have an adequate program in place 

for monitoring and addressing the risks associated with third-party payment processor 

relationships. 

Background 

The core elements of managing third-paliy risk are present in payment processor 

relationships (e.g., risk assessment, policies and procedures, due diligence, and oversight). 

However, managing these risks can be particularly challenging as the financial institution does 

not have a direct customer relationship with the payment processor's merchant clients. 

Furthermore, the risks associated with this type of activity are heightened when neither the 

payment processor nor the financial institution performs adequate due diligence, such as 

verifying the identities and business practices of the merchants for which payments are 

originated and implementing a program of ongoing monitoring for suspicious activity. 

For example, in a typical third-party payment processor relationship, the payment 

processor is a deposit customer of the financial institution which uses its deposit account to 

process payments for its merchant clients. The payment processor receives lists of payments to 

be generated by the merchant clients for the payment of goods or services and initiates the 

payments by creating and depositing them into a transaction account at a fnancial institution. In 

some cases, the payment processor may establish individual accounts at the financial institution 

in the name of each merchant client and deposit the appropriate payments into these accounts. 

The merchant may then be a co-owner of the deposit account and make withdrawals from the 
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account to receive its sales proceeds, or the payment processor may periodically forward the 

sales proceeds from the account to the merchant. Alternatively, the payment processor may 

commingle payments originated by the merchant clients into a single deposit account in the name 

of the payment processor. In this case, the payment processor should maintain records to 

allocate the deposit account balance among the merchant clients. 

Payment Types Used by Third-Party Payment Processors 

Payment processors may offer merchants a variety of alternatives for accepting payments 

including credit and debit card transactions, traditional check acceptance, Automated Clearing 

House (ACH) debits and other alternative payment channels. The potential for misuse or fraud 

exists in all payment channels. However, the FDIC has observed that some of the most 

problematic activity occurs when originating ACH debits or creating and depositing remotely 

created checks. 

Automated  House Debits 

The Automated Clearing House ( ACH network) is a nationwide electronic payment 

network which enables participating financial transactions to distribute electronic credit and 

debit entries to bank accounts and settle these entries. 

Common ACH credit transfers include the direct deposit of payroll and certain benef ts 

payments. Direct debit transfers also may be made through the ACH network and include 

consumer payments for insurance premiums, mortgage loans, and other types of bills. Rules and 

regulations governing the ACH networks are established by NACHA - The Electronic Payments 
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Association (formerly National Automated Clearing House Association)2 and the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve. 

Third-party payment processors initiate ACH debit transfers as payments for merchant 

clients by submitting these transfers, which contain the consumer's financial institution routing 

number and account number (found at the bottom of a check) to their financial institution to enter 

into the ACH networks. Telemarketers and online merchants obtain this information from the 

consumer and transmit it to the payment processor to initiate the ACH debit transfers. The risk 

of fraud arises when an illicit telemarketer or online merchant obtains the consumer's account 

information through coercion or deception and initiates an ACH debit transfer that may not be 

fully understood or authorized by the consumer. 

As with all payment systems and mechanisms, the financial institution bears the 

responsibility of implementing an effective system of internal controls and ongoing account 

monitoring for the detection and resolution of fraudulent ACH transfers. If an unauthorized 

ACH debit is posted to a consumer's account, the procedures for resolving errors contained in the 

Federal Reserve Board's Regulation E, which governs electronic funds transfers,3 provide the 

consumer 60 days after the financial institution sends an account statement to report the 

unauthorized ACH debit4 Regulation E requires the consumer's financial institution to 

investigate the matter and report to the consumer the results of the investigation within a 

2 N ACH A estahlishes the mles and procedures governing the exchange of automated clearinghouse payments  See 

http:'/\,,\yw.nacha.org/c,achnlles.ctm. 

3 Provisions ofthe Federal Reserve Board's Regulation E establish the rights. liabilities. and responsibilities of par ticipants in electronic fund 
transfer svstems. such as automated teller machine transfers. telephone bill-payment services. point-ot�sale terminal transfers. and preauthorized 
tral1�l�rs lrOll1 or 10 a �OnSU111..;r's a..;�ounL 

4 12 CFR Section 20S 1] 
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prescribed time frame. In the case of an ACH debit, when a consumer receives a refund for an 

unauthorized debit, ACH rules permit the consumer's financial institution to recover the amount 

of the unauthorized payment by returning the debit item to the originating financial institution. 

 Created Checks 

Remotely Created Checks (RCCs), often referred to as "demand drafts," are payment 

instruments that do not bear the signature of a person on whose account it is drawn. In place of 

the signature, the RCC bears the account holder's printed or typed name, or a statement that the 

accountholder's signature is not required or the account holder has authorized the issuance of the 

check. Similar to the initiation of an ACH debit transfer, an account holder authorizes the 

creation of an RCC by providing his financial institution's routing number and his account 

number. Examples of RCCs are those created by a credit card or utility company to make a 

payment on an account, or those initiated by telemarketers or online merchants to purchase 

goods or services. 

The risk of fraud associated with RCCs is often greater than the risk associated with other 

kinds of debits that post to transaction accounts. For example, a fraudster might obtain a 

consumer's account information by copying it from an authorized check or tricking the consumer 

into providing the information over the telephone or the Internet. Once the necessary 

information is obtained, the fraudster can generate unauthorized RCCs and forward them for 

processing. Similar to the responsibilities associated with the ACH network, the financial 

institution should implement an effective system of internal controls and account monitoring to 

identify and resolve the unauthorized RCC. However, because RCCs are cleared in the same 
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manner as traditional checks, there is no way to differentiate between the two and, therefore, no 

efficient way to measure the volume or use of RCCs. 

RCCs may be processed as a paper item through the customary clearing networks or 

converted to and processed as an ACH debit. However, check clearing and ACH rules differ as 

to the re-crediting of an accountholder for an unauthorized RCC and how losses are allocated by 

and between the participating financial institutions. RCCs processed as checks are governed by 

provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and the Expedited Funds Availability Act,S 

as implemented by Regulation CC. RCCs converted to ACH debits are governed by applicable 

ACH rules, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and Regulation E. 

In response to heightened concern about the risk of fraud, in 2005 the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve amended Regulation CC to transfer the liability for losses 

resulting from unauthorized RCCs.6 At the same time, the Board also amended Regulation J (the 

Collection of Checks and Other Items by Federal Reserve Banks and Funds Transfers Through 

Fedwire) to clarify that certain warranties, similar to those provided under the UCC, apply to 

RCCs collected through the Reserve Banks. In conjunction with Regulation CC, the 

amendments to Regulation J shifted the liability for losses attributed to unauthorized RCCs to the 

financial institution where the check is first deposited as this institution is in the best position to 

know its customer (the creator of the RCC) and determine the legitimacy of the deposits. The 

liability also creates an economic incentive for depository institutions to perform enhanced due 

, Th� Expedit�d F unds  \vailabilitv A ct (EF  \ '\)  �nacted in 1987, address�s th� issu� of delay�d availability offlllds by banks  The EFA  \ 
reqnires banks to (1) make thnds deposited in transaction acconnts a\'ailable to customers within specitied time trames. (2) pay interes1 on 

inleresl-bearing lransaction accounls nollaler limn the day the bank receives credil. and (3) di,dose [unds-availabilily policies lo cuslome". 

6 Effectiw July 1,2006 [70 Fed  Reg  71218-71226 ("\Iovelllber 2g, 2005)]  
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diligence on those customers depositing RCCs. Furthermore, by providing the paying financial 

institution with the ability to recover against the fnancial institution presenting the unauthorized 

RCC, it should make it easier for customers to obtain re-credits.7 

Types of High Risk Payments 

Although some clients of payment processors are reputable merchants, an increasing 

number are not and should be considered "high risk." These disreputable merchants use 

payment processors to charge consumers for questionable or fraudulent goods and services. 

Often a disreputable merchant will engage in high pressure and deceptive sales tactics, such as 

aggressive telemarketing or enticing and misleading pop-up advertisements on Web sites. Still 

other disreputable merchants will use processors to initiate payments for the sale of products and 

services, including, but not limited to, unlawful Internet gambling and the illegal sale of tobacco 

products on the Internet. For example, consumers should be cautious when Web sites offer 

"free" information and ask consumers to provide payment information to cover a small shipping 

and handling fee. In some instances and without proper disclosure, consumers who agreed to 

pay these fees, often found their bank accounts debited for more than the fee and enrolled in 

costly plans without their full understanding and consent8 

Generally, high-risk transactions occur when the consumer does not have a familiarity 

with the merchant, or when the quality of the goods and services being sold is uncertain. 

Activities involving purchases made over the telephone or on the Internet tend to be riskier in 

7 Changes to Federal Reserve Bank Operating Circular NO.3 on the Collection of Cash Items and Returned Checks clarifies that electronically 

created images (including RCC items) that '''ere not originally captured from paper are not eligible to be processed as Check 21 items (effective 

July 15, 200X)  �!' �� �� Jr} 'l �� �r ·�·} ���·�<=:':��: 2/1�}���r �·! .!!} 'J!} ��!��J��it�( ·'l) �! ����!'�K ��!! �! �} ; ; ;� )J}!E� 
R Rules governing the use ofteiemarketing re'luire verifiahle authori/alion ofpaymenl for sen ices  See the Federal Trade Commissi on 

Telemarketing Sales Rule [16 CFR 3 l 0] . See: hltp:/ ",<v<dl., ",,,,,'os 2002l2.hl'ib,lm'".pdi: 
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that the consumer cannot fully examine or evaluate the product or service purchased. Similarly, 

the consumer may not be able to verify the identity or legitimacy of the person or organization 

making the sale. 

Some merchant categories that have been associated with high-risk activity include, but 

are not limited to: 

• Ammunition Sales • Life Time Guarantees 

• Cable Box de-scramblers • Life Time Memberships 

• Coin Dealers • Debt Consolidation Scams 

• Credit Card Schemes • Lottery Sales 

• Credit Repair Services • Mailing ListslPersonal Info 

• Dating Services • Money Transfer Networks 

• Debt Consolidation Scams • Pyramid Type Sales 

• Drug Paraphernalia • Pay Day Loans 

• Escort Services • Pharmaceutical Sales 

• Firearms Sales • Pornography 

• Fireworks Sales • Ponzi Schemes 

• Gambling • Racist materials 

• Get Rich Products • Surveillance equipment 

• Government Grants • Telemarketing 

• Home-Based Charities • Tobacco Sales 

• Human Growth Hormone • Travel clubs 
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Of particular concern, the FDIC and other federal regulators have seen an increase in 

payment processors initiating payment for online gaming activities that may be illegal. The 

Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of2006 (UIGEA) prohibits fnancial institutions 

from accepting payments from any person engaged in the business of betting or wagering with a 

business in unlawful Internet gambling (see the FDIC's Financial Institution Letter on the 

Unlm1fit! internet Gambling Hnforcement Act, FIL-35-2010, dated June 30,2010).9 

High-Risk Payment Processor Relationship Red Flags 

Financial institutions and examiners should be aware of the warning signs that may 

indicate heightened risk in a payment processor relationship. One of the more telling is a high 

volume of consumer complaints that suggest a merchant client is inappropriately obtaining 

personal account information; misleading customers as to the quality, effectiveness, and 

usefulness of the goods or services being offered; or misstating the sales price or charging 

additional, and sometimes recurring, fees that are not accurately disclosed or properly authorized 

during the sales transaction. However, this may be somewhat difficult to determine in that it 

may be almost impossible for financial institutions and examiners to know if consumers are 

submitting complaints directly to the payment processor or the merchants. Although, in some 

cases, consumers voice their dissatisfaction on Web sites, such as those for regional Better 

Business Bureaus, or blogs intended to collect and share such information to alert other 

consumers. 

912 CFR Part 233 Regulation GG, Financial Institution Letter (FIL) 3S-2010. Unlmljili intel71ct (JamMing }<.·njol"ccment Act, dated June 30, 
2010 Nee http //wwwtaicgovinewsinewstinanciaIi2010tillO(J:lShtml  
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In response, financial institutions with third-party payment processor relationships should 

monitor the Internet for complaints that mention them by name. The financial institution's name 

typically appears on the face of a RCC or in the record of an ACH debit. As a result, consumers 

often associate the financial institution with the transaction and may complain about the 

institution facilitating the payment. Finally, complaints also may be lodged with the depository 

financial institution by the financial institution of the consumer whose account was charged. As 

required by statute and federal regulation, the depository financial institution must acknowledge, 

research, and respond to each complaint made directly to them. 

Another indication of the potential for heightened risk in a payment processor 

relationship is a large number of returns or charge backs. Consumers who are dissatisfied with 

goods or services delivered or provided, or consumers who feel they were deceived or coerced 

into providing their account information, can request their fnancial institution return the RCC or 

ACH debit to the depository financial institution as an unauthorized transaction. In addition, 

items may be returned if insufficient funds are available to cover the unauthorized items, 

resulting in the consumer's account being overdrawn. In these circumstances, the items often are 

returned as "N SF" rather than as "unauthorized." Accordingly, financial institutions with 

payment processor relationships should implement systems to monitor for higher rates of returns 

or charge backs, which can be evidence of fraudulent activity. 

Another red flag is a significant amount of activity which generates a higher than normal 

level of fee income. Tn an increasingly competitive market place, financial institutions are 

looking for ways to grow non-interest fee income, and this is especially true for troubled 

10 
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institutions. Although fee income from third-party payment processor relationships may benefit 

an institution's bottom line, it can indicate an increased level of risk. Side agreements may be 

established between payment processors and financial institutions, whereby the payment 

processor pays the institution a fee for each item deposited, generating a higher level of fee 

income. However, the greatest source of income from these relationships tends to be those fees 

generated by the financial institution charging the payment processor for each returned item. 

As a caveat, financial institutions and examiners should be alert for payment processors 

that use more than one financial institution to process merchant client payments, or nested 

arrangements where a payment processor's merchant client is also doing third-party payment 

processing. Spreading the processing by and among several institutions may allow processors to 

avoid detection, such as through ongoing, high levels of returned items at a single institution. 

Payment processors also may use multiple fnancial institutions in case one or more of the 

relationships is terminated as a result of suspicious activity. 

Finally, another troubling development is payment processors that purposefully solicit 

business relationships with troubled institutions in need of capital. Payment processors identify 

and establish relationships with troubled institutions as these institutions may be more willing to 

engage in higher-risk transactions in return for increased fee income. Tn some cases, payment 

processors have made a commitment to purchase stock in certain troubled financial institutions 

or guarantee to retain a large deposit with the institution, thereby providing additional, needed 

capital. Often, the targeted financial institutions are smaller institutions that lack the 

infrastructure to properly manage or control a third-party payment processor relationship. 

11 
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Risk Mitigation Controls 

As mentioned earlier in this article, a framework for prudently managing relationships 

with third-party payment processors was communicated in the FDIC's 2008 Guidance on 

Payment Processor Relationships. 
10 Financial institutions in relationships with payment 

processors should establish clear lines of responsibility for controlling the associated risks. Such 

responsibilities include effective due diligence and underwriting, as well as ongoing monitoring 

of high-risk accounts for an increase in unauthorized returns and suspicious acti vity and 

maintenance of adequate reserves. The relationship should be governed by a written contract 

between the financial institution and the third-party payment processor which outlines each 

party's duties and responsibilities. Implementing appropriate and effective controls over 

payment processors and their merchant clients will help identify those processors working with 

fraudulent telemarketers or other unscrupulous merchants and help ensure the financial 

institution does not facilitate such transactions. 

Due  and  

Due diligence and prudent underwriting standards are critical components of a risk 

mitigation program. Financial institutions should implement policies and procedures that reduce 

the likelihood of establishing or maintaining a relationship with payment processors through 

which unscrupulous merchants can access customers' deposit accounts. 

lO
Financial Institution Lctter (FIL) 127-2008, Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships. Noycmbcr 7, 2008_ 

h1trJ��J':�):.'?:':JQ!.�:£.':� /!):;��';.�;,:J!.t;.\��J}.:).�}):;.i.+}L;�(�Q�:J)�))7JlJ.m.t 
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Financial institutions that initiate transactions for payment processors should develop a 

processor approval program that extends beyond credit risk management. This program should 

incorporate an eflective due diligence and underwriting policy that, among other things, requires 

background checks of payment processors and merchant clients. A processor approval program 

will help validate the activities, creditworthiness, and business practices of the payment 

processor and should, at a minimum, authenticate the processor's business operations and assess 

the entity's risk level. Any processor assessment should include: 

• Reviewing the processor's promotional materials, including its Web site, to determine the 

target clientele. 

• Determining if the processor re-sells its services to a third party referred to as an "agent 

or provider of Independent Sales Organization opportunities" or "gateway 

"ll arrangements . .  

• Reviewing the processor's policies, procedures, and processes to determine the adequacy 

of due diligence standards for new merchants 

• Identifying the major lines of business and volume for the processor's customers. 

11 An Independent Sales Organization is a company contracted to procure new merchant relationships  (iateRay anang"ments ar" simi1ar to 

Internet service providers that sell excess computer storage capacitv to third parties. which in turn distribute computer services to other 
individuals UnhllO\\ll to the provider. The third party would make d"cisions about \vho \vould be r"ceiving the service. although the provider 
would be rcsponsiblc for the ultimate storage capacity. 
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• Establishing appropriate reserves for each individual merchant processor based on the 

type of client and the risk involved in the transactions processed. 

• Reviewing corporate documentation, including independent reporting services and, if 

applicable, documentation on principal owners. 

• Visiting the processor's business operations center. 

Financial institutions should require the payment processor to provide information on its 

merchant clients, such as the merchant's name, principal business activity, geographic location, 

and sales techniques. Additionally, financial institutions should verify directly, or through the 

payment processor, that the originator of the payment (i.e., the merchant) is operating a 

legitimate business. Such verification could include comparing the identifying information with 

public record, fraud databases and a trusted third party, such as a credit report from a consumer 

reporting agency or the state Better Business Bureau, or checking references from other fnancial 

institutions. 

  

Financial institutions are required to have a Bank Secrecy Act! Anti-Money Laundering 

(BSAI AML) compliance program and appropriate policies, procedures, and processes in place 

for monitoring, detecting, and reporting suspicious activity.12 However, non-bank payment 

12 DankS. bank holding companies. and their subsidiaries arc reljuired by federal regulations to file a Suspicious Adi vity Report if they know, 

susp�ct, or haye reason to suspect the transaction may involve potential money laundering or other illegal activity: is designed to �vad� the Bank 
Secrecy . \ct or its implementing regulations: has no business or apparent lawfll purpose. or is not the type oftransaction in which particular 
customer would n0111a11y he expected to engage  See 12 CFR 15:1 
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processors generally are not subject to BSA/ AML regulatory requirements and, therefore, some 

payment processors may be vulnerable to money laundering, identity theft, fraud schemes, and 

illicit transactions. The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council BSA/ AML 

Examination Manual urges financial institutions to effectively assess and manage risk with 

respect to third-party payment processors. As a result, a financial institution's risk mitigation 

program should include procedures for monitoring payment processor information, such as 

merchant data, transaction volume, and charge-back history. 1
3 

Appropriate Supervisory Responses 

In those instances where examiners determine that a financial institution fails to have an 

adequate program in place to monitor and address risks associated with third-party payment 

processor relationships, formal or informal enforcement actions may be appropriate. Formal 

actions have included Cease and Desist Orders under Section 8(b) or 8(c) of the Federal Deposit 

Insurance (FDI) Act, as well as assessment of Civil Money Penalties under Section 8(i) of the 

FDI Act. These orders have required the financial institution to immediately terminate the high-

risk relationship and establish reserves or funds on deposit to cover anticipated charge backs. 

As appropriate, the primary federal regulator (PFR) will determine if financial institution 

management has knowledge that the payment processor or the merchant clients are engaging in 

unfair and deceptive practices in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. In those cases where a 

financial institution does not conduct due diligence, accepts a heightened level of risk, and 

(http://www fiiec gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manualiregulations/12CFR353 htm) and 31 CFR 103 18 

(ht%['_ �'��::�::�::�J}���_ _g�::��h:�����l_l_��_��!)_��t��:_ :�!r�.s_����?::���L�:�E��l������!����)_�;tl�� U} ? I' L!J ) 

13 See: "Third Party Paym e nt Processors Ove rview," from the Bank Secrecy .-\ctIAllti Money Laundering Examination M,ullIal. 

htJ2:_��:�y::\::yJJ!���g�_'�J!�:�_�lrr:1�J}}_:���l��-'r'_[�Z:::�_!}!��}�!�LQJ:_\�!_Q��-Lht}���:.  
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allows transactions for high-risk merchants to pass though it, it may be determined that the 

financial institution is aiding and abetting the merchants. This also could indicate a disregard for 

the potential for financial harm to consumers and, as a result, the financial institution may be 

required to provide restitution. 

Conclusion 

The FDIC supp0l1s financial institution participation in payment systems to serve the 

needs of legitimate payment processors and their merchant clients. However, to limit potential 

risks, financial institutions should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include 

appropriate oversight and controls commensurate with the risk and complexity of the activities. 

At a minimum, risk mitigation programs should assess the financial institution's risk tolerance 

for this type of activity, verify the legitimacy of the payment processor's business operations, 

and monitor payment processor relationships for suspicious activity. 

Financial institutions should act promptly if they believe fraudulent or improper activities 

have occurred related to a payment processor's activities. Appropriate actions may include filing 

a Suspicious Activity Report, requiring the payment processor to cease processing for that 

specific merchant, or terminating the financial institution's relationship with the payment 

processor. Should it be determined by the PFR that a financial institution does not have an 

adequate program in place to monitor and address the risks associated with third-party payment 

processor relationships, an appropriate supervisory response will be used to require the financial 

institution to correct the deficiencies. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

John-

Benardo, Michael B. 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011 2:02 PM 
Bowman, John B. 
RE: TPPP FIL 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. 

I agree that, from a formatting perspective, the footnote doesn't really work on the cover page. I l ike where you put it, 
except that I would suggest a few edits to the footnote, so that it reads like this: 

"Examples of telemarketing and online merchants that have displayed a higher incidence of consumer 
fraud or potentially illegal activities noted by the FDIC include: credit repair services, gambling, 
government grant or will writing kits, pay day or sub-prime loans, pornography, tobacco or firearms 
sales, sweepstakes, and magazine subscriptions. This list is not all-inclusive. While some of these 
activities might be legitimate, financial institutions should be aware of the increased risks associated 
with payments to such merchants." 

I red lined the attached copy . I wou ld also suggest updating the month from September to November before sending it 
fOf\liard. 

Final Revised TPPP 
FIL (2011) ... 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Mike 

From: Bowman, John B. 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 9:46 AIVI 
To: Benardo, Michael B. 
Subject: TPPP FIL 

Hi Mike: 

I edited the FIL based on the recommendations from yesterday's briefing. I toyed with the idea of including a footnote on 
the first page but as you can see it moves things to the second page. So, I'm not so sure this is a workable solution. I 
also included a footnote on the second page, which is still upfront and should grab some attention. I'm just concerned 
with putting anything later in the document as the reader may not get the message. In any event, this is a starting point. 
Let me know what you think. Thanks. 

« File: Final Revised TPPP FIL (1l-15-2011).doc» 

Regards, 

John R. Bowman 

Review Examiner Washington Office 
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PRir lLEGED & CONFIDEVTL4L EXAJ;[IXA TlOJV /14 TERlAL: This message and an.}' corre:;punding attachllents are confidential 
and intended for the sole /./se of the individ/./al(.�) or entity(iesJ to which the e-mail is addressed. lIvo/./ a re not the intended recipient, 
you must not review, retransmit, convert to hard-cop}!, copy, use or disseminate this e-mail or any of its attachments. If you received 
this e-mail in error please notifj ' the sender immediate(v and delete it. lhank .vou. 
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FIL-XX-2011 

 November XX, 2011 

Payment Processor Relationships 
Revised Guidance 

Summary: Attached is revised guidance describing potential risks associated with relationships with third-party 
entities that process payments for telemarketers, online businesses, and other merchants. These relationships 
pose increased risk to institutions and require careful due diligence and monitoring. This guidance outlines 
certain risk mitigation principles for this type of activity. 

Statement of Applicability to Institutions with Total Assets under $1 Billion: This guidance applies to all 
FDIC-supervised financial institutions that have relationships with third-party payment processors. 

Distribution: 
FDIC Supervised Institutions 

Suggested Routing: 
 Executive Officer 

 Officers 
Compliance Officer 
Chief I nformation Officer 
BSA Officer 

Related Topics: 
Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships (FIL 127 2008, 
November 2008) 
Consumer Protection, Compliance Risk, and Risk Management 
FDIC Guidance for Managing Third Party Risk (FIL 44 2008, June 
2008) 
FFIEC Handbook on Retail Payment Systems (February 201 0) 
FFIEC Handbook on Outsourcing Technology Services (June 2004) 
FFIEC Bank Secrecy Act/Anti Money Laundering (BSA/AML) 
Examination Manual (April 201 0) 
Managing Risks in Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 
(Summer 2011 Supervisory Insights Journal) 

Attachment: 
Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

Contacts: 
Kathryn Weatherby, Examination Specialist (Fraud), Division of Risk 
Man agem en t Supervision , at  or (703) 254
0469 

John Bowman, Review Examiner, Division of Depositor and 
Consumer Protection, at  or (202) 898 6574 

Note: 
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Highlights: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Account relationships with entities processing 
payments for telemarketers or other high-risk 
merchants± require careful due diligence, close 
monitoring, and prudent underwriting. 
Account relationships with high-risk entities pose 
increased risks, including potentially unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices under Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 
Certain types of payment processors pose money 
laundering and fraud risks if merchant client 
identities are not verified and business practices 
are not reviewed. 
Financial institutions should assess risk tolerance 
in their overall risk assessment program and 
develop policies and procedures addressing due 
diligence, underwriting, and ongoing monitoring of 
high-risk payment processor relationships. 
Financial institutions should be alert to consumer 
complaints or unusual return rates that suggest the 
inappropriate use of personal account information 
and possible deception or unfair treatment of 
consumers. 
Financial institutions should act promptly when 
fraudulent or improper activities occur relating to a 
payment processor, including possibly terminating 
the relationship. 
Improperly managing these risks may result in the 
imposition of enforcement actions, such as civil 

 
 •   
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Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

The FDIC has recently seen an increase in the number of relationships between financial 
institutions and payment processors in which the payment processor, who is a deposit customer 
of the financial institution, uses its relationship to process payments for third-party merchant 
clients. Payment processors typically process payments either by creating and depositing 
remotely created checks (RCCs) often referred to as "Demand Drafts" or by originating 
Automated Clearing House (ACH) debits on behalf of their merchant customers. The payment 
processor may use its own deposit account to process such transactions, or it may establish 
deposit accounts for its merchant clients. 

While many payment processors effect legitimate payment transactions for reputable merchants, 
telemarketing and online merchants':: have displayed a higher incidence of consumer fraud or 
potentially illegal activities. In the absence of an effective means for verifying their merchant 
clients' identities and reviewing their business practices, payment processors pose elevated 
money laundering and fraud risk for financial institutions, as well as legal, reputational, and 
compliance risks if consumers are harmed. 

Financial institutions should understand, verify, and monitor the activities and the entities related 
to the account relationship. Although all of the core elements of managing third-party risk 
should be considered in payment processor relationships (e.g., risk assessment, due diligence, 
and oversight), managing this risk poses an increased challenge for the tlnancial institution when 
there may not be a direct customer relationship with the merchant. For example, it may be 
difficult to obtain necessary information from the payment processor, particularly if a merchant 
is also a payment processor, resulting in a "nested" payment processor or "aggregator" 
relationshi p. 

Financial institutions should ensure that their contractual agreements with payment processors 
provide them with access to necessary information in a timely manner. These agreements should 
also protect fnancial institutions by providing for immediate account closure, contract 
termination, or similar action, as well as establishing adequate reserve requirements to cover 
anticipated charge backs. Accordingly, financial institutions should perform due diligence and 
account monitoring appropriate to the risk posed by the payment processor and its merchant 
base. Risks associated with this type of activity are further increased if neither the payment 
processor nor the financial institution performs adequate due diligence on the merchants for 
which payments are originated. Financial institutions are reminded that they cannot rely solely 
on due diligence performed by the payment processor. The FDIC expects a financial institution 
to adequately oversee all transactions and activities that it processes and to appropriately manage 

LJ�:y,lH'pj��,�   and online merchants that have  a  incidence of consumer fraud or 
  activities    

g;;gn!!1i;:lg.,.!i·,�t�:;�mn;.(�l)LT\l;.t<;ro:.\Y.ll.L}':l:i1jng.hh,J!;i.;; .. \I;)>:.<;rl:.iil!J!�p.L'!n;; . .L!."gJ\,J!()]:n\!gl:"iPh.,J�b"i?;:�U)ljl.(<;'-W[1:!�;51kii, 
 ::lnd  snbs(:riDtions,              

 .. T'hi�.1!.sf.j.s.n():,lJl�.!l1(;h:�jye .... \.ylljl(; .. ')()lT!� ..  
fin:lncb.t institutions should be :tv:are ofthc   risks associated \Ylth  to such 
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and mitigate operational risks, Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) compliance, fraud risks, and consumer 
protection risks, among others. 

Potential Risks Arising from Payment Processor Relationships 

Deposit relationships with payment processors expose fnancial institutions to risks not 
customarily present in relationships with other commercial customers. These include increased 
operational, strategic, credit, compliance, and transaction risks. In addition, financial institutions 
should consider the potential for legal, reputational, and other risks, including risks associated 
with a high or increasing number of customer complaints and returned items, and the potential 
for claims of unfair or deceptive practices. Financial institutions thatfail to adequately manage 
these relationships maJ' be viewed as facilitating a payment processor's or merchant client's 
fraudulent or unlwl/ul activity and, thus, may be liable for such acts or practices. In such cases, 
the financial institution and responsible individuals have been subject to a variety of enforcement 
and other actions. Financial institutions must recognize and understand the businesses and 
customers with which they have relationships and the liability risk for facilitating or aiding and 
abetting consumer unfairness or deception under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act? 

Financial institutions should be alert for payment processors that use more than one financial 
institution to process merchant client payments or that have a history of moving from one 
financial institution to another within a short period. Processors may use multiple financial 
institutions because they recognize that one or more of the relationships may be terminated as a 
result of suspicious activity. 

Financial institutions should also be on alert for payment processors that solicit business 
relationships with troubled financial institutions in need of capital. In such cases, payment 
processors will identify and establish relationships with troubled fnancial institutions because 
these fnancial institutions may be more willing to engage in higher-risk transactions in exchange 
for increased fee income. In some cases, payment processors have also committed to purchasing 
stock in certain troubled financial institutions or have guaranteed to place a large deposit with the 
financial institution, thereby providing additional, much-needed capital. Often, the targeted 
financial institutions are smaller, community banks that lack the infrastructure to properly 
manage or control a third-party payment processor relationship. 

Financial institutions also should be alert to an increase in consumer complaints about payment 
processors and/or merchant clients or an increase in the amount of returns or chargebacks, all of 
which may suggest that the originating merchant may be engaged in unfair or deceptive practices 
or may be inappropriately obtaining or using consumers' personal account information to create 
unauthorized RCCs or ACH debits. Consumer complaints may be made to a variety of sources 
and not just directly to the financial institution. They may be sent to the payment processor or 

3 Under Section X of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. the FDIC has authorit  to enforce the prohibitions against 
Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices (UDAP) in the Federal Trade Commission Act. UDAP yiolations can result in 
unsatisfactory Commmlity Reinvestment Act ratings, compliance rating downgrades, restitution to consumers, and 
the pursuit of civil money penalties. 
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the underlying merchant, or directed to consumer advocacy groups or online complaint Web sites 
or blogs. Financial institutions should take reasonable steps to ensure they understand the type 
and level of complaints related to transactions that it processes. Financial institutions should also 
determine, to the extent possible, if there are any external investigations of or legal actions 
against a processor or its owners and operators during initial and ongoing due diligence of 
payment processors. 

Financial institutions should act promptly to minimize possible consumer harm, particularly in 
cases involving potentially fraudulent or improper activities relating to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients. Appropriate actions include fling a Suspicious Activity 
Report,4 requiring the payment processor to cease processing for a specifc merchant, freezing 
certain deposit account balances to cover anticipated charge backs, and/or terminating the 
financial institution's relationship with the payment processor. 

Risk Mitigation 

Financial institutions should delineate clear lines of responsibility for controlling risks associated 
with payment processor relationships. Controls may include enhanced due diligence; effective 
underwriting; and increased scrutiny and monitoring of high-risk accounts for an increase in 
unauthorized returns, charge backs, suspicious activity, and/or consumer complaints. 
Implementing appropriate controls for payment processors and their merchant clients can help 
identity payment processors that process items for fraudulent telemarketers, online scammers, or 
other unscrupulous merchants and help ensure that the financial institution is not facilitating 
these transactions. Appropriate oversight and monitoring of these accounts may require the 
involvement of multiple departments, including information technology, operations, BSA/anti
money laundering (MIL), and compliance. 

Due Diligence and Underwriting 

Financial institutions should implement policies and procedures designed to reduce the 
likelihood of establishing or maintaining inappropriate relationships with payment processors 
through which unscrupulous merchants can charge consumers. Such policies and procedures 
should outline the bank's thresholds for unauthorized returns, the possible actions that can be 
taken against payment processors that exceed these standards, and methods for periodically 
reporting such activities to the bank's board of directors and senior management. 

As part of such policies and procedures, financial institutions should develop a processor 
approval program that extends beyond credit risk management. This program should include a 
due diligence and underwriting policy that, among other things, requires a background check of 
the payment processor, its principal owners, and its merchant clients. This will help validate the 
activities, creditworthiness, and business practices of the payment processor, as well as identify 
potential problem merchants. Payment processors may also process transactions for other 

1 The U.S. Department of Treasury's Regulation 31 (CFR 103.18) requires that every federally supervised banking 
organization file a SAR when the institution detects a known or suspected ,iolation of federal law. Part 353 of the 
FDIC's Rules and Regulations addresses SAR filing requirements and makes them applicable to all state-chartered 
financial inSLiLutions UmL are noL members of Ule Federdl Reserye SysLem. 
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payment processors, resulting in nested payment processors or aggregator relationships. The 
financial institution should be aware of these activities and obtain data on the nested processor 
and its merchant clients. Nested processors and aggregator relationships pose additional 
challenges as they may be extremely difficult to monitor and control; therefore, risk to the 
institution is significantly elevated in these cases. 

Controls and due diligence requirements should be robust for payment processors and their 
merchant clients. At a minimum, the policies and procedures should authenticate the processor's 
business operations and assess the entity's risk level. An assessment should include: 

• Identifying the major lines of business and volume for the processor's customers; 

• Reviewing the processor's policies, procedures, and processes to determine the adequacy 
of due diligence standards for new merchants; 

• Reviewing corporate documentation, including independent reporting services and, if 
applicable, documentation on principal owners; 

• Reviewing the processor's promotional materials, including its Web site, to determine the 
target clientele; 5 

• Determining if the processor re-sells its services to a third party that may be referred to as 
an agent or provider of "Independent Sales Organization opportunities" or a "gateway 
arrangement,,6 and whether due diligence procedures applied to those entities are 
sufficient; 

• Visiting the processor's business operations center; 

• Reviewing appropriate databases to ensure that the processor and its principal owners and 
operators have not been subj ect to law enforcement actions; and, 

• Determining whether any conflicts of interest exist between management and insiders of 
the financial institution. 

Financial institutions should require that payment processors provide information on their 
merchant clients, such as the merchant's name, principal business activity, location, and sales 
techniques. The same information should be obtained if the merchant uses sub-merchants (often 

5 Businesses with elevated risk may include offshore companies, online gambling-related operations, and online 

payday lenders. Other businesses with ele\ated risks include credit repair schemes. debt consolidation and 
forgiveness. pharmaceutical sales, telemarketing entities, and online sale of tobacco products. 

6 An Independent Sales Organization is an outside company contracted to procure new merchant relationships. 

Gateway arrangements are similar to Internet service providers that sell excess computer storage capacity to third 
parties. who in tum distribute computer seryiees to other individuals unknown to the provider. The third party 
would make decisions about who ,,"ould be receiving the service, although the provider would be responsible for the 
ultimate storage capacity. 
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called "affliates"). Additionally, fnancial institutions should verify directly, or through the 
payment processor, that the originator of the payment (i.e., the merchant) is operating a 
legitimate business. Such verification could include comparing the identifying information with 
public record, fraud databases, and a trusted third party, such as a consumer reporting agency or 
consumer advocacy group, and/or checking references from other fnancial institutions. The 
financial institution should also obtain independent operational audits of the payment processor 
to assess the accuracy and reliability of the processor's systems. The more the fnancial 
institution relies on the payment processor for due diligence and monitoring of its merchant 
client without direct iinancial institution involvement and veriiication, the more important it is to 
have an independent review to ensure that the processor's controls are sufficient and that 
contractual agreements between the fnancial institution and the third-party payment processor 
are honored. 

Ongoing Monitoring 

Financial institutions that initiate transactions for payment processors should implement systems 
to monitor for higher rates of returns or charge backs and/or high levels of RCCs or ACH debits 
returned as unauthorized or due to insufficient funds, all of which often indicate fraudulent 
activity. This would include analyzing and monitoring the adequacy of any reserve balances or 
accounts established to continually cover charge-back activity. 

Financial institutions are required to have a BSA/ AML compliance program and appropriate 
policies, procedures, and processes for monitoring, detecting, and reporting suspicious activity. 
However, nonbank payment processors generally are not subject to BSAlAML regulatory 
requirements, and therefore some payment processors are more vulnerable to money laundering, 
identity theft, iraud schemes, and illicit transactions. The FFIEC BSAI AML Examination 
Manual urges financial institutions to effectively assess and manage risk associated with third
party payment processors. As a result, a financial institution's risk mitigation program should 
include procedures for monitoring payment processor information, such as merchant data, 
transaction volume, and charge-back history. 

Even more so than high rates of returns, consumer complaints may indicate unauthorized or 
illegal activity. As such, financial institutions should establish procedures for regularly 
surveying the sources of consumer complaints that may be lodged with the payment processor, 
its merchant clients or their affiliates, or on publicly available complaint Web sites and/or blogs. 
This will help the institutions identify processors and merchants that may pose greater risk. 

Similarly, fnancial institutions should have a formalized process for periodic audit of their third
party payment processing relationships, including reviewing merchant client lists and confrming 
that the processor is fulfilling contractual obligations to verify the legitimacy of its merchant 
clients and their business practices. 

Conclusion 

The FDIC recognizes that fnancial institutions provide legitimate services for payment 
processors and their merchant clients. However, to limit potential risks, fnancial institutions 
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should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include oversight and controls 
appropriate for the risk and transaction types of the payment processing activities. At a 
minimum, Board-approved policies and programs should assess the financial institution's risk 
tolerance for this type of activity, verify the legitimacy of the payment processor's business 
operations, determine the character of the payment processor's ownership, and ensure ongoing 
monitoring of payment processor relationships for suspicious activity, among other things. 
Adequate routines and controls will include sufficient staffing with appropriate background and 
experience for managing third-party payment processing relationships of the size and scope 
present at the institution, as well as strong oversight and monitoring by the Board and senior 
management. Financial institutions should act promptly if they believe fraudulent or improper 
activities potentially resulting in consumer harm have occurred related to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients, in accordance with their duties under BSAI AML policies and 
procedures, as well as under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits 
unfair or deceptive acts and practices. 

Sandra L. Thompson 
Director 
Division of Risk Management Supervision 

Mark Pearce 
Director 
Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Benardo, Michael B. 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 11:20 AM 

Valdez, Victor J. 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Jackson, Michael L.; Butler, Janice; Weatherby, Kathryn M.; Sawin, April D. 

RE: TPPP FIL Meeting with Chairman 

Better late than never ... 

Here is the FIL with the lan�1Uage added to address the comments made by the Acting Chairman at his briefinn. A 
footnote has been added to Hle f irst page of Ole �1Uidance. It includes a list of Ole types of tligh risk merchants we are 

talking about. 

OCP has approved this version to go forward to the 6th fl oor to see if this addresses the comments made 

Please let rne know if you tlave any questions. 

Thank you, 

Mike 

From: Valdez, Victor J. 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09,2011 4:41 PM 
To: Benardo, Michael B. 
Cc: Jackson, Michael L.; Plunkett, Sylvia H.; Miller, Jonathan N.; Butler, Janice 
Subject: TPPP FIL Meeting with Chairman 

Mike, 

I just spoke to Lorraine and, as of now, we are still on the calendar for briefing the Chairman on 

Mon. Lorraine does not have a copy of the proposed FIL. I believe the attached e-mail has the 

latest version of the FIL. Please let me know if this is correct? If so, I will send it to Lorraine as a 
read-ahead for Mon's meeting. If not, please send me that copy. Also, are there any other read

ahead material you want me to send? 

Vic 

« Message: FW: Proposed Third Party Payments Guidance» 
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FDII 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
550 17th Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20429-9990 

Financial Institution Letter 
FIL-XX-2011 

December XX, 2011 

Payment Processor Relationships 
Revised Guidance 

Summary: Attached is revised guidance describing potential risks associated with relationships with third-party 
entities that process payments for telemarketers, online businesses, and other merchants. These relationships 
pose increased risk to institutions and require careful due diligence and monitoring. This guidance outlines 
certain risk mitigation principles for this type of activity. 

Statement of Applicability to Institutions with Total Assets under $1 Billion: This guidance applies to all 
FDIC-supervised financial institutions that have relationships with third-party payment processors. 

Distribution: 
FDIC Supervised Institutions 

 Routing: 
 Executive Officer 

Executive Officers 
Compliance Officer 
Chief I nformation Officer 
BSA Officer 

Related Topics: 
Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships (FIL 127 2008, 
November 2008) 
Consumer Protection, Compliance Risk, and Risk Management 
FDIC Guidance for Managing Third Party Risk (FIL 44 2008, June 
2008) 
FFIEC Handbook on Retail Payment Systems (February 2010) 
FFIEC Handbook on Outsourcing Technology Services (June 2004) 
FFIEC Bank Secrecy Act/Anti Money Laundering (BSA/AML) 
Examination Manual (April 2010) 
Managing Risks in Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 
(Summer 2011 Supervisory Insights Journal) 

Attachment: 
Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

Contacts: 
Kathryn Weatherby, Examination Specialist (Fraud), Division of Risk 
Management Supervision, at  or (703) 254
0469 

John Bowman, Review Examiner, Division of Depositor and 
Consumer Protection, at  or (202) 898 6574 

Note: 
FDIC Financial Institution Letters may be accessed from the FDIC's 
Web site at W \N�t-Lf ;t����[dg 'lJ�n�c.;_y't'�D�2·t�'�nn�1J1��if;i{;:n} J!} : 1�1�!S  t1t!It� 

To receive FILs electronically, please visit 
httR :!'L{'{"!'"!'{�f�jf .gQ'iLClRQ lJtl��jJ)_�Qrj.EttQtl�!f:J ltrDJ 
Paper copies may be obtained through the FDIC's Public 
Information Center, 3501 Fairfax Drive, E 1 002, Arlington, VA 
22226 (877 275 3342 or 703 562 2200). 

Highlights: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Account relationships with entities processing 
payments for telemarketers or other  
high-risk merchants require careful due diligence, 
close monitoring, and prudent underwriting. 

Account relationships with high-risk entities pose 
increased risks, including potentially unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices under Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

Certain types of payment processors pose money 
laundering and fraud risks if merchant client 
identities are not verified and business practices 
are not reviewed. 

Financial institutions should assess risk tolerance 
in their overall risk assessment program and 
develop policies and procedures addressing due 
diligence, underwriting, and ongoing monitoring of 
high-risk payment processor relationships. 

Financial institutions should be alert to consumer 
complaints or unusual return rates that suggest the 
inappropriate use of personal account information 
and possible deception or unfair treatment of 
consumers. 

Financial institutions should act promptly when 
fraudulent or improper activities occur relating to a 
payment processor, including possibly terminating 
the relationship. 

Improperly managing these risks may result in the 
imposition of enforcement actions, such as civil 
money penalties or restitution orders. 
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Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

The FDIC has recently seen an increase in the number of relationships between financial 
institutions and payment processors in which the payment processor, who is a deposit customer 
of the financial institution, uses its relationship to process payments for third-party merchant 
clients. Payment processors typically process payments either by creating and depositing 
remotely created checks (RCCs) often referred to as "Demand Drafts" or by originating 
Automated Clearing House (ACH) debits on behalf of their merchant customers. The payment 
processor may use its own deposit account to process such transactions, or it may establish 
deposit accounts for its merchant clients. 

While many payment processors effect legitimate payment transactions for reputable merchants, 
telemarketing and online merchants! have displayed a higher incidence of consumer fraud or 
potentially illegal activities. In the absence of an effective means for verifying their merchant 
clients' identities and reviewing their business practices, payment processors pose elevated 
money laundering and fraud risk for financial institutions, as well as legal, reputational, and 
compliance risks if consumers are harmed. 

Financial institutions should understand, verify, and monitor the activities and the entities related 
to the account relationship. Although all of the core elements of managing third-party risk 
should be considered in payment processor relationships (e.g., risk assessment, due diligence, 
and oversight), managing this risk poses an increased challenge for the tlnancial institution when 
there may not be a direct customer relationship with the merchant. For example, it may be 
difficult to obtain necessary information from the payment processor, particularly if a merchant 
is also a payment processor, resulting in a "nested" payment processor or "aggregator" 
relationshi p. 

Financial institutions should ensure that their contractual agreements with payment processors 
provide them with access to necessary information in a timely manner. These agreements should 
also protect fnancial institutions by providing for immediate account closure, contract 
termination, or similar action, as well as establishing adequate reserve requirements to cover 
anticipated charge backs. Accordingly, financial institutions should perform due diligence and 
account monitoring appropriate to the risk posed by the payment processor and its merchant 
base. Risks associated with this type of activity are further increased if neither the payment 
processor nor the financial institution performs adequate due diligence on the merchants for 
which payments are originated. Financial institutions are reminded that they cannot rely solely 
on due diligence performed by the payment processor. The FDIC expects a financial institution 
to adequately oversee all transactions and activities that it processes and to appropriately manage 
and mitigate operational risks, Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) compliance, fraud risks, and consumer 
protection risks, among others. 

    that   a   of    
  activities nuted bv the FDIC include: credit  services.    ur "ill 

 kits.  da" or  lo.ans.  tubaccu or fireanns sales,  ,md  

 This list is not all-indusi"c. The risks  bv each  must be measured  to 

its own facts and circumst;mces. While some of these actiyities  be legitimate, financial institutions sho.uld be 

aware of Ule increased risks associated ',\/1111  to snch mercli'Ults. 
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Potential Risks Arising from Payment Processor Relationships 

Deposit relationships with payment processors expose financial institutions to risks not 
customarily present in relationships with other com mercial customers. These include increased 
operational, strategic, credit, compliance, and transaction risks. In addition, financial institutions 
should consider the potential for legal, reputational, and other risks, including risks associated 
with a high or increasing number of customer complaints and returned items, and the potential 
for claims of unfair or deceptive practices. Financial institutions thatfaU to adequately manage 

these relationships may be viewed asfacilitating a payment processor's or merchant client's 
fraudulent or unlmt:ful activity and, thus, may be liable for such acts or practices. In such cases, 
the financial institution and responsible individuals have been subject to a variety of enforcement 
and other actions. Financial institutions must recognize and understand the businesses and 
customers with which they have relationships and the liability risk for facilitating or aiding and 
abetting consumer unfairness or deception under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act. 2 

Financial institutions should be alert for payment processors that use more than one financial 
institution to process merchant client payments or that have a history of moving from one 
financial institution to another within a short period. Processors may use multiple financial 
institutions because they recognize that one or more of the relationships may be terminated as a 
result of suspicious activity. 

Financial institutions should also be on alert for payment processors that solicit business 
relationships with troubled financial institutions in need of capital. In such cases, payment 
processors will identify and establish relationships with troubled financial institutions because 
these financial institutions may be more willing to engage in higher-risk transactions in exchange 
for increased fee income. In some cases, payment processors have also committed to purchasing 
stock in certain troubled financial institutions or have guaranteed to place a large deposit with the 
financial institution, thereby providing additional, much-needed capital. Often, the targeted 
financial institutions are smaller, community banks that lack the infrastructure to properly 
manage or control a third-party payment processor relationship. 

Financial institutions also should be alert to an increase in consumer complaints about payment 
processors and/or merchant clients or an increase in the amount of returns or chargebacks, all of 
which may suggest that the originating merchant may be engaged in unfair or deceptive practices 
or may be inappropriately obtaining or using consumers' personal account information to create 
unauthorized RCCs or ACH debits. Consumer complaints may be made to a variety of sources 
and not just directly to the financial institution. They may be sent to the payment processor or 
the underlying merchant, or directed to consumer advocacy groups or online complaint Web sites 
or blogs. Financial institutions should take reasonable steps to ensure they understand the type 
and level of complaints related to transactions that it processes. Financial institutions should also 

2 Under Section X of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. the FDIC has authorit  to enforce the prohibitions against 
Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices (UDAP) in the Federal Trade Commission Act. UDAP violations can result in 
unsatisfactory Commmlity Reinvestment Act ratings, compliance rating downgrades, restitution to consumers, and 
the pursuit of civil money penalties. 
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determine, to the extent possible, if there are any external investigations of or legal actions 
against a processor or its owners and operators during initial and ongoing due diligence of 
payment processors. 

Financial institutions should act promptly to minimize possible consumer harm, particularly in 
cases involving potentially fraudulent or improper activities relating to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients. Appropriate actions include filing a Suspicious Activity 

Report,3 requiring the payment processor to cease processing for a specific merchant, freezing 
certain deposit account balances to cover anticipated charge backs, and/or terminating the 
financial institution's relationship with the payment processor. 

Risk Mitigation 

Financial institutions should delineate clear lines of responsibility for controlling risks associated 
with payment processor relationships. Controls may include enhanced due diligence; effective 
underwriting; and increased scrutiny and monitoring of high-risk accounts for an increase in 
unauthorized returns, charge backs, suspicious activity, and/or consumer complaints. 
Implementing appropriate controls for payment processors and their merchant clients can help 
identify payment processors that process items for fraudulent telemarketers, online scammers, or 
other unscrupulous merchants and help ensure that the financial institution is not facilitating 
these transactions. Appropriate oversight and monitoring of these accounts may require the 
involvement of multiple departments, including information technology, operations, BS A/anti
money laundering (AML), and compliance. 

Due Diligence and Underwriting 

Financial institutions should implement policies and procedures designed to reduce the 
likelihood of establishing or maintaining inappropriate relationships with payment processors 
through which unscrupulous merchants can charge consumers. Such policies and procedures 
should outline the bank's thresholds for unauthorized returns, the possible actions that can be 
taken against payment processors that exceed these standards, and methods for periodically 
reporting such activities to the bank's board of directors and senior management. 

As part of such policies and procedures, financial institutions should develop a processor 
approval program that extends beyond credit risk management. This program should include a 
due diligence and underwriting policy that, among other things, requires a background check of 
the payment processor, its principal owners, and its merchant clients. This will help validate the 
activities, creditworthiness, and business practices of the payment processor, as well as identify 
potential problem merchants. Payment processors may also process transactions for other 
payment processors, resulting in nested payment processors or aggregator relationships. The 
financial institution should be aware of these activities and obtain data on the nested processor 
and its merchant clients. Nested processors and aggregator relationships pose additional 

3 The U.S. Department of Treasury's Regulation 31 (CFR 103.18) requires that every federally supervised banking 
organization file a SAR when the institution detects a known or suspected ,iolation of federal law. Part 353 of the 
FDIC's Rules and Regulations addresses SAR filing requirements and makes them applicable to all state-chartered 
financial inSLiLutions UlaL are noL members of Ule Federdl Resef\·e SysLem. 
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challenges as they may be extremely difficult to monitor and control; therefore, risk to the 
institution is significantly elevated in these cases. 

Controls and due diligence requirements should be robust for payment processors and their 
merchant clients. At a minimum, the policies and procedures should authenticate the processor's 
business operations and assess the entity's risk level. An assessment should include: 

• Identifying the major lines of business and volume for the processor's customers; 

• Reviewing the processor's policies, procedures, and processes to determine the adequacy 
of due diligence standards for new merchants; 

• Reviewing corporate documentation, including independent reporting services and, if 
applicable, documentation on principal owners; 

• Reviewing the processor's promotional materials, including its Web site, to determine the 
target clientele; 4 

• Determining if the processor re-sells its services to a third party that may be referred to as 
an agent or provider of "Independent Sales Organization opportunities" or a "gateway 
arrangement") and whether due diligence procedures applied to those entities are 
sufficient; 

• Visiting the processor's business operations center; 

• Reviewing appropriate databases to ensure that the processor and its principal owners and 
operators have not been subject to law enforcement actions; and, 

• Determining whether any conflicts of interest exist between management and insiders of 
the financial institution. 

Financial institutions should require that payment processors provide information on their 
merchant clients, such as the merchant's name, principal business activity, location, and sales 
techniques. The same information should be obtained if the merchant uses sub�merchants (often 
called "affiliates"). Additionally, financial institutions should verify directly, or through the 
payment processor, that the originator of the payment (i.e., the merchant) is operating a 
legitimate business. Such verification could include comparing the identifying information with 

4 Businesses with elevated risk may include offshore companies, online gambling-related operations, and online 
payday lenders. Other businesses with ele\ated risks include credit repair schemes. debt consolidation and 
forgiveness. pharmaceutical sales, tclemarketing entities, and online sale of tobacco products. 

5 An Independent Sales Organization is an outside company contracted to procure new merchant relationships. 
Gateway arrangements are similar to Internet service providers that sell excess computer storage capacity to third 
parties. who in tum distribute computer seryiees to other individuals unknown to the provider. The third party 
would make decisions about who ,,"ould be receiving the service, although the proyider would be responsible for the 
ultimate storage capacity. 
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public record, fraud databases, and a trusted third party, such as a consumer reporting agency or 
consumer advocacy group, and/or checking references from other financial institutions. The 
financial institution should also obtain independent operational audits of the payment processor 
to assess the accuracy and reliability of the processor's systems. The more the financial 
institution relies on the payment processor for due diligence and monitoring of its merchant 
client without direct financial institution involvement and verification, the more important it is to 
have an independent review to ensure that the processor's controls are sufficient and that 
contractual agreements between the financial institution and the third-party payment processor 
are honored. 

Ongoing Monitoring 

Financial institutions that initiate transactions for payment processors should implement systems 
to monitor for higher rates of returns or charge backs and/or high levels ofRCCs or ACH debits 
returned as unauthorized or due to insufficient funds, all of which often indicate fraudulent 
activity. This would include analyzing and monitoring the adequacy of any reserve balances or 
accounts established to continually cover charge-back activity. 

Financial institutions are required to have a BSA/ AML compliance program and appropriate 
policies, procedures, and processes for monitoring, detecting, and reporting suspicious activity. 
However, nonbank payment processors generally are not subject to BSA/AML regulatory 
requirements, and theretore some payment processors are more vulnerable to money laundering, 
identity theft, fraud schemes, and illicit transactions. The FFIEC BSA/AML Examination 
Manual urges financial institutions to effectively assess and manage risk associated with third
party payment processors. As a result, a financial institution's risk mitigation program should 
include procedures for monitoring payment processor information, such as merchant data, 
transaction volume, and charge-back history. 

Even more so than high rates of returns, consumer complaints may indicate unauthorized or 
illegal activity. As such, financial institutions should establish procedures for regularly 
surveying the sources of consumer complaints that may be lodged with the payment processor, 
its merchant clients or their affiliates, or on publicly available complaint Web sites and/or blogs. 
This will help the institutions identify processors and merchants that may pose greater risk. 

Similarly, financial institutions should have a formalized process for periodic audit of their third
party payment processing relationships, including reviewing merchant client lists and confirming 
that the processor is fulfilling contractual obligations to verify the legitimacy of its merchant 
clients and their business practices. 

Conclusion 

The FDIC recognizes that financial institutions provide legitimate services for payment 
processors and their merchant clients. However, to limit potential risks, financial institutions 
should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include oversight and controls 
appropriate for the risk and transaction types of the payment processing activities. At a 
minimum, Board-approved policies and programs should assess the financial institution's risk 
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tolerance for this type of activity, verify the legitimacy of the payment processor's business 
operations, determine the character of the payment processor's ownership, and ensure ongoing 
monitoring of payment processor relationships for suspicious activity, among other things. 
Adequate routines and controls will include sufficient staffng with appropriate background and 
experience for managing third-party payment processing relationships of the size and scope 
present at the institution, as well as strong oversight and monitoring by the Board and senior 
management. Financial institutions should act promptly if they believe fraudulent or improper 
activities potentially resulting in consumer harm have occurred related to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients, in accordance with their duties under B SAl MIL policies and 
procedures, as well as under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits 
unfair or deceptive acts and practices. 

Sandra L. Thompson 
Director 
Division of Risk Management Supervision 

Mark Pearce 
Director 
Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

FYI. 

From: Valdez, Victor J. 

Benardo, Michael B. 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 9:15 AM 

Coleman, Frederick M.; Cooley, Corey L.; Drozdowski, Robert c.; Hahn, Richard K.; 

Henley, Kay E.; Hill, Victoria R.; Howe, Randall D.; Jay, J. Malcolm; Kahn, Lisa; Kopchik, 

Jeff; Kotsiras, John P.; Lacek, Charles A; Lapin, Laura; Lataille, Michael S.; Lee, Robert 

D.; McElderry, Mark T.; Morris, Mark S.; Munnelly, Jay; l\Jelson, David M.; Oxendine, 

Kiyana D.; Papierski, Mark R.; Spencer, Millie H.; Stabile, Debra L.; Templemon, Terrie; 

Tuzinski, Thomas J.; Weatherby, Kathryn M. 

Lloyd, Edwin H. 

FW: Third Party Payment Processors FIL 

Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 8:53 AM 
To: Watkins, James c.; French, George; RDs; Frye, Daniel E. 
Cc: Butler, Janice; Paul, Larry N.; Benardo, IVlichael B.; Lloyd, Edwin H. 
Subject: Third Party Payment Processors FIL 

All, 
Morning. The Chairman has approved the release of the attached TPPP FIL. We will be sending it 
to 0 PA this morning. 
Vic 

wpp FrL (2012} 
fINAL,. 20 12-DL " 
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FDII 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

550 17th Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20429-9990 

Financial Institution Letter 
FIL-XX-2012 

January 31, 2012 

Payment Processor Relationships 
Revised Guidance 

Summary: Attached is revised guidance describing potential risks associated with relationships with third-party 
entities that process payments for telemarketers, online businesses, and other merchants (collectively 
"merchants"). These relationships can pose increased risk to institutions and require careful due diligence and 
monitoring. This guidance outlines certain risk mitigation principles for this type of activity. 

Statement of Applicability to Institutions with Total Assets under $1 Billion: This guidance applies to all 
FDIC-supervised financial institutions that have relationships with third-party payment processors. 

Distribution: 
FDIC Supervised Institutions 

Suggested Routing: 
Chief Executive Officer 
Executive Officers 
Compliance Officer 
Chief I nformation Officer 
BSA Officer 

Related Topics: 
Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships (FIL 127 2008, 
November 2008) 
Consumer Protection, Compliance Risk, and Risk Management 
FDIC Guidance for Managing Third Party Risk (FIL 44 2008, June 
2008) 
FFIEC Handbook on Retail Payment Systems (February 2010) 
FFIEC Handbook on Outsourcing Technology Services (June 2004) 
FFIEC Bank Secrecy Act/Anti Money Laundering (BSA/AML) 
Examination Manual (April 2010) 
Managing Risks in Third Party Payment Processor Relationships 
(Summer 2011 Supervisory Insights Journal) 

Attachment: 
Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

Contacts: 
Kathryn Weatherby, Examination Specialist (Fraud), Division of Risk 
Management Supervision , at  or (703) 254
0469 

John Bowman, Review Examiner, Division of Depositor and 
Consumer Protection, at  or (202) 898 6574 

Note: 
FDIC Financial Institution Letters may be accessed from the FDIC's 
Web site at W \N�t{}ct����[dg 'lJ�n��S\!�'�D�2·t�'�nn�1J1��ifd{?i�1} 2!} : 1�1�2fJ1t!It:. 

To receive FILs electronically, please visit 
 Paper copies may 

be obtained through the FDIC's Public Information Center, 3501 
Fairfax Drive, E 1 002, Arlington, VA 22226 (877 275 3342 or 703
562 2200). 

Highlights: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Account relationships with third-party entities that 
process payments for merchants require careful 
due diligence, close monitoring, and prudent 
underwriting. 

Account relationships with high-risk entities pose 
increased risks, including potentially unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices under Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

Certain types of payment processors may pose 
heightened money laundering and fraud risks if 
merchant client identities are not verified and 
business practices are not reviewed. 

Financial institutions should assess risk tolerance 
in their overall risk assessment program and 
develop policies and procedures addressing due 
diligence, underwriting, and ongoing monitoring of 
high-risk payment processor relationships. 

Financial institutions should be alert to consumer 
complaints or unusual return rates that suggest the 
inappropriate use of personal account information 
and possible deception or unfair treatment of 
consumers. 

Financial institutions should act promptly when 
fraudulent or improper activities occur relating to a 
payment processor, including possibly terminating 
the relationship. 

Improperly managing these risks may result in the 
imposition of enforcement actions, such as civil 
money penalties or restitution orders. 
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Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

Financial Institution Letter 
FIL-XX-2012 

January 31,2012 

The FDIC has recently seen an increase in the number of relationships between financial 
institutions and payment processors in which the payment processor, who is a deposit customer 
of the financial institution, uses its relationship to process payments for third-party merchant 
clients. Payment processors typically process payments either by creating and depositing 
remotely created checks (RCCs) often referred to as "Demand Drafts" or by originating 
Automated Clearing House (ACH) debits on behalf of their merchant customers. The payment 
processor may use its own deposit account to process such transactions, or it may establish 
deposit accounts for its merchant clients. 

While payment processors generally effect legitimate payment transactions for reputable 
merchants, the risk profile of such entities can vary significantly depending on the make-up of 
their customer base. For example, payment processors that deal with telemarketing and online 
merchants! may have a higher risk profle because such entities have tended to display a higher 
incidence of consumer fraud or potentially illegal activities than some other businesses. Given 
this variability of risk, payment processors must have effective processes for verifying their 
merchant clients' identities and reviewing their business practices. Payment processors that do 
not have such processes can pose elevated money laundering and fraud risk for financial 
institutions, as well as legal, reputational, and compliance risks if consumers are harmed. 

Financial institutions should understand, verify, and monitor the activities and the entities related 
to the account relationship. Although all of the core elements of managing third-party risk 
should be considered in payment processor relationships (e.g., risk assessment, due diligence, 
and oversight), managing this risk poses an increased challenge for the fnancial institution when 
there may not be a direct customer relationship with the merchant. For example, it may be 
difficult to obtain necessary information from the payment processor, particularly if a merchant 
is also a payment processor, resulting in a "nested" payment processor or "aggregator" 
relationship. 

Financial institutions should ensure that their contractual agreements with payment processors 
provide them with access to necessary information in a timely manner. These agreements should 
also protect fnancial institutions by providing for immediate account closure, contract 
termination, or similar action, as well as establishing adequate reserve requirements to cover 
anticipated charge backs. Accordingly, financial institutions should perform due diligence and 
account monitoring appropriate to the risk posed by the payment processor and its merchant 

I Examples of telemarketing. online businesses. and other merchants that may have a higher incidence of consumer 

fraud or potentially illegal actiyities or may otherwise pose eleyated risk include credit repair selYices, debt 
consolidation and forgivcness programs, online gambling-related operations, govermnent grant or will-writing kits. 
payday or subprime loans. pornographY. online tobacco or firearms sales. pharmaceutical sales. sweepstal(es. and 
magazine subscriptions. This list is not all-inclusive. � 
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base. Risks associated with this type of activity are further increased if neither the payment 
processor nor the financial institution performs adequate due diligence on the merchants for 
which payments are originated. Financial institutions are reminded that they cannot rely solely 
on due diligence performed by the payment processor. The FDIC expects a financial institution 
to adequately oversee all transactions and activities that it processes and to appropriately manage 
and mitigate operational risks, Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) compliance, fraud risks, and consumer 
protection risks, among others. 

Potential Risks Arising from Payment Processor Relationships 

Deposit relationships with payment processors expose financial institutions to risks not 
customarily present in relationships with other commercial customers. These include increased 
operational, strategic, credit, compliance, and transaction risks. In addition, financial institutions 
should consider the potential for legal, reputational, and other risks, including risks associated 
with a high or increasing number of customer complaints and returned items, and the potential 
for claims of unfair or deceptive practices. Financial institutions that fai I to adequately manage 
these relationships may be viewed asfacilitating a payment processor's or merchant client's 

ji-audulent or unlmijit/ activity and, thus, may be liable for such acts or practices. In such cases, 
the financial institution and responsible individuals have been subject to a variety of enforcement 
and other actions. Financial institutions must recognize and understand the businesses and 
customers with which they have relationships and the liability risk for facilitating or aiding and 
abetting consumer unfairness or deception under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act? 

Financial institutions should be alert for payment processors that use more than one financial 
institution to process merchant client payments or that have a history of moving from one 
financial institution to another within a short period. Processors may use multiple financial 
institutions because they recognize that one or more of the relationships may be terminated as a 
result of suspicious activity. 

Financial institutions should also be on alert for payment processors that solicit business 
relationships with troubled financial institutions in need of capital. In such cases, payment 
processors will identify and establish relationships with troubled financial institutions because 
these financial institutions may be more willing to engage in higher-risk transactions in exchange 
for increased fee income. In some cases, payment processors have also committed to purchasing 
stock in certain troubled financial institutions or have guaranteed to place a large deposit with the 
financial institution, thereby providing additional, much-needed capital. Often, the targeted 
financial institutions are smaller, community banks that lack the infrastructure to properly 
manage or control a third-party payment processor relationship. 

2 Under Section X of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act. the FDIC has authorit  to enforce the prohibitions against 
Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices (UDAP) in the Federal Trade Commission Act. UDAP violations can result in 
unsatisfactory Commmlity Reinvestment Act ratings, compliance rating downgrades, restitution to consumers, and 
the pursuit of civil money penalties. 
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Financial institutions also should be alert to an increase in consumer complaints about payment 
processors and/or merchant clients or an increase in the amount of returns or charge backs, all of 
which may suggest that the originating merchant may be engaged in unfair or deceptive practices 
or may be inappropriately obtaining or using consumers' personal account information to create 
unauthorized RCCs or ACH debits. Consumer complaints may be made to a variety of sources 
and not just directly to the financial institution. They may be sent to the payment processor or 
the underlying merchant, or directed to consumer advocacy groups or online complaint Web sites 
or blogs. Financial institutions should take reasonable steps to ensure they understand the type 
and level of complaints related to transactions that it processes. Financial institutions should also 
determine, to the extent possible, if there are any external investigations of or legal actions 
against a processor or its owners and operators during initial and ongoing due diligence of 
payment processors. 

Financial institutions should act promptly to minimize possible consumer harm, particularly in 
cases involving potentially fraudulent or improper activities relating to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients. Appropriate actions include filing a Suspicious Activity 
Report,3 requiring the payment processor to cease processing for a specific merchant, freezing 
certain deposit account balances to cover anticipated charge backs, and/or terminating the 
financial institution's relationship with the payment processor. 

Risk Mitigation 

Financial institutions should delineate clear lines of responsibility for controlling risks associated 
with payment processor relationships. Controls may include enhanced due diligence; effective 
underwriting; and increased scrutiny and monitoring of high-risk accounts for an increase in 
unauthorized returns, charge backs, suspicious activity, and/or consumer complaints. 
Implementing appropriate controls for payment processors and their merchant clients can help 
identify payment processors that process items for fraudulent telemarketers, online scammers, or 
other unscrupulous merchants and help ensure that the financial institution is not facilitating 
these transactions. Appropriate oversight and monitoring of these accounts may require the 
involvement of multiple departments, including information technology, operations, BSA/anti
money laundering (MIL), and compliance. 

Due Diligence and Underwriting 

Financial institutions should implement policies and procedures designed to reduce the 
likelihood of establishing or maintaining inappropriate relationships with payment processors 
used by unscrupulous merchants. Such policies and procedures should outline the bank's 
thresholds for unauthorized returns, the possible actions that can be taken against payment 
processors that exceed these standards, and methods for periodically reporting such activities to 
the bank's board of directors and senior management. 

3 The U.S. Department of Treasury's Regulation 31 (CFR 103.18) requires that every federally supervised banking 
organization file a SAR when the institution detects a known or suspected ,iolation of federal law. Part 353 of the 
FDIC's Rules and Regulations addresses SAR filing requirements and makes them applicable to all state-chartered 
financial inSLiLutions UlaL are noL members of Ule Federdl Reserye SysLem. 
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As part of such policies and procedures, financial institutions should develop a processor 
approval program that extends beyond credit risk management. This program should include a 
due diligence and underwriting policy that, among other things, requires a background check of 
the payment processor, its principal owners, and its merchant clients. This will help validate the 
activities, creditworthiness, and business practices of the payment processor, as well as identify 
potential problem merchants. Payment processors may also process transactions for other 
payment processors, resulting in nested payment processors or aggregator relationships. The 
financial institution should be aware of these activities and obtain data on the nested processor 
and its merchant clients. Nested processors and aggregator relationships pose additional 
challenges as they may be extremely difficult to monitor and control; therefore, risk to the 
institution is significantly elevated in these cases. 

Controls and due diligence requirements should be robust for payment processors and their 
merchant clients. At a minimum, the policies and procedures should authenticate the processor's 
business operations and assess the entity's risk level. An assessment should include: 

• Identifying the major lines of business and volume for the processor's customers; 

• Reviewing the processor's policies, procedures, and processes to determine the adequacy 
of due diligence standards for new merchants; 

• Reviewing corporate documentation, including independent reporting services and, if 
applicable, documentation on principal owners; 

• Reviewing the processor's promotional materials, including its Web site, to determine the 
target clientele; 4 

• Determining if the processor re-sells its services to a third party that may be referred to as 
an agent or provider of "Independent Sales Organization opportunities" or a "gateway 
arrangement") and whether due diligence procedures applied to those entities are 
sufficient; 

• Visiting the processor's business operations center; 

• Reviewing appropriate databases to ensure that the processor and its principal owners and 
operators have not been subject to law enforcement actions; and, 

• Determining whether any conflicts of interest exist between management and insiders of 
the financial institution. 

4 See footnote I for examples of potentially high-risk areas. 

5 An Independent Sales Organization is an outside company contracted to procure new merchant relationships. 

Gateway arrangements are similar to Internet service providers that sell excess computer storage capacity to third 
partics. who in tum distributc computcr sCIyices to other individuals unknown to the provider. The third party 
would make decisions about who would be receiving the service. although the provider would be responsible for the 
ultimate storage capacity. 
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Financial institutions should require that payment processors provide information on their 
merchant clients, such as the merchant's name, principal business activity, location, and sales 
techniques. The same information should be obtained if the merchant uses sub-merchants (often 
called "affiliates"). Additionally, financial institutions should verify directly, or through the 
payment processor, that the originator of the payment (i.e., the merchant) is operating a 
legitimate business. Such verification could include comparing the identifying information with 
public record, fraud databases, and a trusted third party, such as a consumer reporting agency or 
consumer advocacy group, and/or checking references from other financial institutions. The 
financial institution should also obtain independent operational audits of the payment processor 
to assess the accuracy and reliability of the processor's systems. The more the financial 
institution relies on the payment processor for due diligence and monitoring of its merchant 
client without direct financial institution involvement and verification, the more important it is to 
have an independent review to ensure that the processor's controls are sufficient and that 
contractual agreements between the financial institution and the third-party payment processor 
are honored. 

Ongoing Monitoring 

Financial institutions that initiate transactions for payment processors should implement systems 
to monitor for higher rates of returns or charge backs and/or high levels of RCCs or ACH debits 
returned as unauthorized or due to insufficient funds, all of which often indicate fraudulent 
activity. This would include analyzing and monitoring the adequacy of any reserve balances or 
accounts established to continually cover charge-back activity. 

Financial institutions are required to have a BSA/ MIL compliance program and appropriate 
policies, procedures, and processes for monitoring, detecting, and reporting suspicious activity. 
However, nonbank payment processors generally are not subject to BSA/AML regulatory 
requirements, and therefore some payment processors are more vulnerable to money laundering, 
identity theft, fraud schemes, and illicit transactions. The FFIEC BSA/ AML Examination 
Manual urges financial institutions to effectively assess and manage risk associated with third
party payment processors. As a result, a financial institution's risk mitigation program should 
include procedures for monitoring payment processor information, such as merchant data, 
transaction volume, and charge-back history. 

Consumer complaints and/or high rates of return may be an indicator of unauthorized or illegal 
activity. As such, financial institutions should establish procedures for regularly surveying the 
sources of consumer complaints that may be lodged with the payment processor, its merchant 
clients or their affiliates, or on publicly available complaint Web sites and/or blogs. This will 
help the institutions identify processors and merchants that may pose greater risk. 

Similarly, financial institutions should have a formalized process for periodically auditing their 
third-party payment processing relationships; including reviewing merchant client lists and 
confirming that the processor is fulfilling contractual obligations to verify the legitimacy of its 
merchant clients and their business practices. 
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Conclusion 

The FDIC recognizes that financial institutions provide legitimate services for payment 
processors and their merchant clients. However, to limit potential risks, f nancial institutions 
should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include oversight and controls 
appropriate for the risk and transaction types of the payment processing activities. At a 
minimum, Board-approved policies and programs should assess the financial institution's risk 
tolerance for this type of activity, verify the legitimacy of the payment processor's business 
operations, determine the character of the payment processor's ownership, and ensure ongoing 
monitoring of payment processor relationships for suspicious activity, among other things. 
Adequate routines and controls will include sufficient staffing with the appropriate background 
and experience for managing third-party payment processing relationships of the size and scope 
present at the institution, as well as strong oversight and monitoring by the board and senior 
management. Financial institutions should act promptly if they believe fraudulent or improper 
activities potentially resulting in consumer harm have occurred related to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients, in accordance with their duties under BSAI AML policies and 
procedures, as well as under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits 
unfair or deceptive acts and practices. 

Sandra L. Thompson 
Director 
Division of Risk Management Supervision 

Mark Pearce 
Director 
Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection 
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From: 
Sent: 

Benardo, Michael B. 

Monday, April 18, 2011 5:28 PM 

To: 
Cc: 

Pearce, Mark (DCP); Plunkett, Sylvia H.; Miller, Jonathan N.; Brown, Luke H. 
J:l9T!Lg.�.�,.E[C!.oKt\;J'Ylctz,.J3Dbert J.; Bowman, John B.; Jackwood, John M. 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

AII-

i Redacted � Initial Summary of E Payment Concerns 

Ltppp-Artjcle-vLr�-cTea-n.Cfo�x 

Attached piease find the latest version of tt1e Supervisory Insight (81) Journal article on Risks Associated vvith Ttlird Party 
Payment Processors (TPPP) Please keep in mind that it is not yel finalized. It still needs to receive final approval by 
George French , and the o ther Deputies, RDs and the 6th floor The schedule for this issue of 81 is to publish the issue by 
the end of June. 

The TPPP working will next analyze the outstanding guidance to determine vvllat if any, updates are needed. This, along 
with a RAe cali, Sliould be acc:omplishecl by tlie end of May. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Mike 

Michaei B. Benarao 
Chief, Cyber-Fraud and Financial Crimes Section 
Division of Risk Management Supervision 

From: Hartigan, Frank A. 
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 9:42 AM 
To: Benardo, Michael B.; Bowman, John B.; Jackwood, John M.; Wirtz, Robert J. 
Cc: M i Ilerl)g.�.9tb9_Q.J'L.J�CQY:J.Q,---L_u.��_.Ij: Subject:i_. __ ._._. _ _ ._._�_��.��_!��._. __ ._._. __ .}nitiaI Summary of E-Payment Concerns 

Hi ail -

See f'.li3r"k Pearce's comrnents about Third Party Payment Processors. 

Mike Benardo can you send the 5upervisOt'y Insight Journal to fv1ark, 5,;,lvia, Jonathan, and Luke'? !�Iso .. please provide 

an u pd2te on the group's efforts on the FIt.. eX3r'1iner guidance and ��AC rail. 

Thanks. 

Frank 

From: Hartigan, Frank A. 
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 09:37 AM 
To: Pearcf . Mi'lrUDC.RL PJunketLSvJyia H. 
Subject: ! Redacted i Initial Summary of E-Payment Concerns 
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Step one is the 2rt,cle for the Supervisory Insight Journal which goes out to bankers ;;lnd exan�iners. I'll have t.;1ike 

Senardo send the ver�ion wh:ch :5 ready for production. 

Step two is a Fin2fKiai Institution Letter v,;hich should be easy to pr epare now that the article is draft \IVe'll push to get a 

draft bV the end of the month. 

Other steps ilre more guidance for examiners followed by il RAC call. 

The conipanies are out there- they've alreadv proi:ferated. Our dlalienges :5 to identify thern 2nd effectively deal \Nith 

them. Our supervisorv strategy needs more '<\fork. So far we've done only Orders but flO CMP or restitution for harmed 

wrI.sumers In San Francisco we wanted to do more but d i dn ' t gel the support '.e needect Legal '.as a rnajor obstacle, 
ace has had 2 public cases \ivith Orders, CMP and restitution. 

From: Pearce, l"1ark (DCP) 
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2011 07:39 AM 
To: Hartigan, Frank A; Plunkett, Sylvia H. 
Subject: !---------Reda-cie-cj"--------!Initial Summary of E Payment Concerns 

. , 
l               � 

Where are vve on our next steps list for these TPPPs? I am worried about the proliferation of these issues. 

rn. 
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Managing Risks in Third-Party Payment Processor Relationships 

During the past few years, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) has 

observed an increase in the number of deposit relationships between f nancial institutions and 

third-party payment processors and a corresponding increase in the risks associated with these 

relationships. Deposit relationships with payment processors can expose financial institutions to 

risks not present in typical commercial customer relationships, including greater strategic, credit, 

compliance, transaction, legal, and reputation risk. It was for this reason in 2008 that the FDIC 

issued Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships which outlines risk mitigation principles 

for this type of higher-risk activity. 
1 

Although many payment processors effect legitimate payment transactions for a variety 

of reputable merchants, an increasing number of processors have been initiating payments for 

abusive telemarketers, deceptive online merchants, and organizations that engage in high risk or 

illegal activities. Tn the absence of adequate monitoring systems and control s, a financial 

institution could be facilitating unauthorized transactions and, ultimately, unfair and deceptive 

practices resulting in financial harm to the consumer. Therefore, it is essential that financial 

institutions and examiners recognize and understand the risks associated with these relationships. 

This article explains the role of third-party payment processors and the risks they can 

present to financial institutions, identifies warning signs that may indicate heightened risk in a 

payment processor relationship, and discusses the risk mitigation controls that should be in place 

I
Finaneial Institution Letter (FILl 127-2008_ Guidance on PaYlIJent Processor Relationships. dated Noycmbcr 7,2008. See: 

h1trJ��J,:�):, '?:':JQ!.�:£"�'X/!):;��';.�;,:J!.t;.\�SJ}))'4}):;.i.+.t'�J..(�Q�:D)J��))7JlJ.m.t 
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to manage this risk. The article concludes with an overview of supervisory remedies that may be 

used when it is determined that a financial institution does not have an adequate program in place 

for monitoring and addressing the risks associated with third-party payment processor 

relationships. 

Background 

The core elements of managing third-paliy risk are present in payment processor 

relationships (e. g. , risk assessment, policies and procedures, due diligence, and oversight). 

However, managing these risks can be particularly challenging as the financial institution does 

not have a direct customer relationship with the payment processor's merchant clients. 

Furthermore, the risks associated with this type of activity are heightened when neither the 

payment processor nor the financial institution performs adequate due diligence, such as 

verifying the identities and business practices of the merchants for which payments are 

originated and implementing a program of ongoing monitoring for suspicious activity. 

For example, in a typical third-party payment processor relationship, the payment 

processor is a deposit customer of the financial institution which uses its deposit account to 

process payments for its merchant clients. The payment processor receives lists of payments to 

be generated by the merchant clients for the payment of goods or services and initiates the 

payments by creating and depositing them into a transaction account at a f nancial institution. In 

some cases, the payment processor may establish individual accounts at the financial institution 

in the name of each merchant client and deposit the appropriate payments into these accounts. 

The merchant may then be a co-owner of the deposit account and make withdrawals from the 
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account to receive its sales proceeds, or the payment processor may periodically forward the 

sales proceeds from the account to the merchant. Alternatively, the payment processor may 

commingle payments originated by the merchant clients into a single deposit account in the name 

of the payment processor. In this case, the payment processor should maintain records to 

allocate the deposit account balance among the merchant clients. 

Payment Types Used by Third-Party Payment Processors 

Payment processors may offer merchants a variety of alternatives for accepting payments 

including credit and debit card transactions, traditional check acceptance, Automated Clearing 

House (ACH) debits and other alternative payment channels. The potential for misuse or fraud 

exists in all payment channels. However, the FDIC has observed that some of the most 

problematic activity occurs when originating ACH debits or creating and depositing remotely 

created checks. 

Automated  House Debits 

The ACH network is a nationwide electronic payment network which enables 

participating financial institutions to distribute electronic credit and debit entries to bank 

accounts and settle these entries. 

Common ACH credit transfers include the direct deposit of payroll and certain benef ts 

payments. Direct debit transfers also may be made through the ACH network and include 

consumer payments for insurance premiums, mortgage loans, and other types of bills. Rules and 

regulations governing the ACH networks are established by NACHA - The Electronic Payments 
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Association (formerly National Automated Clearing House Association)2 and the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve. 

Third-party payment processors initiate ACH debit transfers as payments for merchant 

clients by submitting these transfers, which contain the consumer's financial institution routing 

number and account number (found at the bottom of a check) to their financial institution to enter 

into the ACH networks. Telemarketers and online merchants obtain this information from the 

consumer and transmit it to the payment processor to initiate the ACH debit transfers. The risk 

of fraud arises when an illicit telemarketer or online merchant obtains the consumer's account 

information through coercion or deception and initiates an ACH debit transfer that may not be 

fully understood or authorized by the consumer. 

As with all payment systems and mechanisms, the financial institution bears the 

responsibility of implementing an effective system of internal controls and ongoing account 

monitoring for the detection and resolution of fraudulent ACH transfers. If an unauthorized 

ACH debit is posted to a consumer's account, the procedures for resolving errors contained in the 

Federal Reserve Board's Regulation E, which governs electronic funds transfers,3 provide the 

consumer 60 days after the financial institution sends an account statement to report the 

unauthorized ACH debit4 Regulation E requires the consumer's financial institution to 

investigate the matter and report to the consumer the results of the investigation within a 

2 N ACH A estahlishes the mles and procedures governing the exchange of automated clearinghouse payments  See 

http:'/\,,\yw.nacha.org/c,achnlles.ctm. 

3 Provisions ofthe Federal Reserve Board's Regulation E establish the rights. liabilities. and responsibilities of participants in electronic fund 

transfer svstems. such as automated teller machine transfers. telephone bill-payment services. point-ot�sale terminal transfers. and preauthorized 

tral1�l�rs lrOll1 or 10 a �OnSU111..;r's a..;�ounL 

4 12 CFR Section 20S 11  
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prescribed time frame. In the case of an ACH debit, when a consumer receives a refund for an 

unauthorized debit, ACH rules permit the consumer's financial institution to recover the amount 

of the unauthorized payment by returning the debit item to the originating financial institution. 

 Created Checks 

Remotely Created Checks (RCCs), often referred to as "demand drafts," are payment 

instruments that do not bear the signature of a person on whose account it is drawn. In place of 

the signature, the RCC bears the account holder's printed or typed name, or a statement that the 

accountholder's signature is not required or the account holder has authorized the issuance of the 

check. Similar to the initiation of an ACH debit transfer, an account holder authorizes the 

creation of an RCC by providing his financial institution's routing number and his account 

number. Examples of RCCs are those created by a credit card or utility company to make a 

payment on an account, or those initiated by telemarketers or online merchants to purchase 

goods or services. 

The risk of fraud associated with RCCs is often greater than the risk associated with other 

kinds of debits that post to transaction accounts. For example, an illicit payment originator 

might obtain a consumer's account information by copying it from an authorized check or 

misleading the consumer into providing the information over the telephone or the Internet. Once 

the necessary information is obtained, the payment originator can generate unauthorized RCCs 

and forward them for processing. Similar to the responsibilities associated with the ACH 

network, the financial institution should implement an effective system of internal controls and 

account monitoring to identify and resolve the unauthorized RCC. However, because RCCs are 
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cleared in the same manner as traditional checks, there is no way to differentiate between the two 

and, therefore, no efficient way to measure the volume or use of RCCs. 

RCCs may be processed as a paper item through the customary clearing networks or 

converted to and processed as an ACH debit. However, check clearing and ACH rules differ as 

to the re-crediting of an accountholder for an unauthorized RCC and how losses are allocated by 

and between the participating financial institutions. RCCs processed as checks are governed by 

provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and the Expedited Funds Availability Act,S 

as implemented by Regulation CC. RCCs converted to ACH debits are governed by applicable 

ACH rules, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and Regulation E. 

In response to heightened concern about the risk of fraud, in 2005 the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve amended Regulation CC to transfer the liability for losses 

resulting from unauthorized RCCs.6 At the same time, the Board also amended Regulation J (the 

Collection of Checks and Other Items by Federal Reserve Banks and Funds Transfers Through 

Fedwire) to clarify that certain warranties, similar to those provided under the UCC, apply to 

RCCs collected through the Reserve Banks. In conjunction with Regulation CC, the 

amendments to Regulation J shifted the liability for losses attributed to unauthorized RCCs to the 

financial institution where the check is first deposited as this institution is in the best position to 

know its customer (the creator of the RCC) and determine the legitimacy of the deposits. The 

liability also creates an economic incentive for depository institutions to perform enhanced due 

, Th� Expedit�d F unds  \vailabilitv A ct (EF  \ '\)  �nacted in 1987, address�s th� issu� of delay�d availability offlllds by banks  The EFA  \ 
reqnires banks to (1) make thnds dep osited in transaction acconnts a\'ailable to customers within specitied time trames. (2) pay interes1 on 
inleresl-bearing lransaction accounls nollaler limn the day the bank receives credil. and (3) di,dose [unds-availabilily policies lo cuslome". 

6 Effectiw July 1,2006 [70 Fed  Reg  71218-71226 ("\Iovelllber 2g, 2005)]  
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diligence on those customers depositing RCCs. Furthermore, by providing the paying financial 

institution with the ability to recover against the f nancial institution presenting the unauthorized 

RCC, it should make it easier for customers to obtain re-credits.7 

Types of High Risk Payments 

Although many clients of payment processors are reputable merchants, an increasing 

number are not and should be considered "high risk." These disreputable merchants use 

payment processors to charge consumers for questionable or fraudulent goods and services. 

Often a disreputable merchant will engage in high pressure and deceptive sales tactics, such as 

aggressive telemarketing or enticing and misleading pop-up advertisements on Web sites. For 

example, consumers should be cautious when Web sites offer "free" information and ask 

consumers to provide payment information to cover a small shipping and handling fee. In some 

instances and without proper disclosure, consumers who agreed to pay these fees, often found 

their bank accounts debited for more than the fee and enrolled in costly plans without their full 

understanding and consent. 8 Still other disreputable merchants will use processors to initiate 

payments for the sale of products and services, incl uding, but not limited to, unlawful Internet 

gambling and the illegal sale of tobacco products on the Internet. 

Generally, high-risk transactions occur when the consumer does not have a familiarity 

with the merchant, or when the quality of the goods and services being sold is uncertain. 

Activities involving purchases made over the telephone or on the Internet tend to be riskier in 

7 Changes to Federal Reserve Bank Operating Circular NO.3 on the Collection of Cash Items and Returned Checks clarifes that electronically 

created images (including RCC items) that "ere not originally captured from paper are not eligible to be processed as Check 21 items (effective 

July 15, 200X). �!' �� �� Jr} 'l '��-�r ·�·} ���· <=:'::-?(2/tE���r �·?.!!} 'J!} ��!��J��H�,�( ·, p_�! ����!'�K ��!! �! �} ; ; ;� ) J!!E� 
R Rules governing the use ofteiemarketing re'luire verifiahle authori/alion ofpaymenl for sen ices  See the Federal Trade Commissi on 

Telemarketing Sales Rule [IG eFR 310]. See: http:: \', <"<,,.il" g,""·os 2002l2.hf'ib,lm'".pdi: 
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that the consumer cannot fully examine or evaluate the product or service purchased. Similarly, 

the consumer may not be able to verify the identity or legitimacy of the person or organization 

making the sale. 

Some merchant categories that have been associated with high-risk activity include, but 

are not limited to: 

• Ammunition Sales • Life Time Guarantees 

• Cable Box de-scramblers • Life Time Memberships 

• Coin Dealers • Lottery Sales 

• Credit Card Schemes • Mailing Lists/Personal Info 

• Credit Repair Services • Money Transfer Networks 

• Dating Services • Pyramid Type Sales 

• Debt Consolidation Scams • PayDay Loans 

• Drug Paraphernalia • Pharmaceutical Sales 

• Escort Services • Pornography 

• Firearms Sales • Ponzi Schemes 

• Fireworks Sales • Racist materials 

• Gambling • Surveillance equipment 

• Get Rich Products • Telemarketing 

• Government Grants • Tobacco Sales 

• Home-Based Charities • Travel clubs 

Of particular concern, the FDIC and other federal regulators have seen an increase in 

payment processors initiating payment for online gaming activities that may be illegal. The 
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Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006 (UIGEA) prohibits f nancial institutions 

from accepting payments from any person engaged in the business of betting or wagering with a 

business in unlawful Internet gambling (see the FDIC's Financial Institution Letter on the 

Unlcruiul Internet Gambling Enforcement Act, FIL-35 -2010, dated June 30,2010)9 

High-Risk Payment Processor Relationship Warning Signs 

Financial institutions and examiners should be aware of the warning signs that may 

indicate heightened risk in a payment processor relationship. One of the more telling is a high 

volume of consumer complaints that suggest a merchant client is inappropriately obtaining 

personal account information; misleading customers as to the quality, effectiveness, and 

usefulness of the goods or services being offered; or misstating the sales price or charging 

additional, and sometimes recurring, fees that are not accurately disclosed or properly authorized 

during the sales transaction. However, this may be somewhat difficult to determine in that it 

may be almost impossible for financial institutions and examiners to know if consumers are 

submitting complaints directly to the payment processor or the merchants. One way that 

financial institutions and examiners can determine if consumers are making complaints or 

voicing their dissatisfaction is to review certain Web sites, such as those for regional Better 

Business Bureaus, or blogs intended to collect and share such information to alert other 

consumers. 

Financial institutions with third-party payment processor relationships should consider 

monitoring the Internet for complaints that mention them by name. The financial institution's 

912 CFR Part 233 Regulation GG, Financial Institution Letter (FIL) 35-2010. Unlmljili internet (JamMing }<.·njorcement Act, dated June 30, 
2010  Nee http //www fdic gov/news/news/tinancial/2010/tiIIOo:lS htm!  
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name typically appears on the face of a RCC or in the record of an ACH debit. As a result, 

consumers often associate the financial institution with the transaction and may complain about 

the institution facilitating the payment. Complaints also may be lodged with the depository 

financial institution by the financial institution of the consumer whose account was charged. As 

required by statute and federal regulation, the depository financial institution must acknowledge, 

research, and respond to each complaint made directly to them. 

Another indication of the potential for heightened risk in a payment processor 

relationship is a large number of returns or charge backs. Consumers who are dissatisfied with 

goods or services delivered or provided, or consumers who feel they were deceived or coerced 

into providing their account information, can request their f nancial institution return the RCC or 

ACH debit to the depository f nancial institution as an unauthorized transaction. In addition, 

items may be returned if insufficient funds are available to cover the unauthorized items, 

resulting in the consumer's account being overdrawn. In these circumstances, the items often are 

returned as "NSF" rather than as "unauthorized. " Accordingly, financial institutions with 

payment processor relationships should implement systems to monitor for higher rates of returns 

or charge backs, which can be evidence of fraudulent activity. 

Another warning sign is a significant amount of activity which generates a higher than 

normal level of fee income. In an increasingly competitive market place, financial institutions 

are looking for ways to grow non-interest fee income, and this is especially true for troubled 

institutions. Although fee income from third-party payment processor relationships may benefit 

an institution's bottom line, it can indicate an increased level of risk. Side agreements may be 
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established between payment processors and financial institutions, whereby the payment 

processor pays the institution a fee for each item deposited, generating a higher level of fee 

income. However, the greatest source of income from these relationships tends to be returned 

item fees. Financial institutions routinely charge deposit customers a fee for each returned item. 

Because payment processors may generate a high volume of returned items, the fee income 

associated with this activity is typically much higher. 

As a caveat, financial institutions and examiners should be alert for payment processors 

that use more than one financial institution to process merchant client payments, or nested 

arrangements where a payment processor's merchant client is also doing third-party payment 

processing. Spreading the activity among several institutions may allow processors that engage 

in inappropriate activity to avoid detection. For example, a single institution may not detect high 

levels of returned items if they are spread among several financial institutions. Payment 

processors also may use multiple financial institutions in case one or more of the relationships is 

terminated as a result of suspicious activity. 

Finally, another troubling development is payment processors that purposefully solicit 

business relationships with troubled institutions in need of capital. Payment processors identify 

and establish relationships with troubled institutions as these institutions may be more willing to 

engage in higher-risk transactions in return for increased fee income. In some cases, payment 

processors have made a commitment to purchase stock in certain troubled financial institutions 

or guarantee to retain a large deposit with the institution, thereby providing additional, needed 
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capital. Often, the targeted financial institutions are smaller, community banks that lack the 

infrastructure to properly manage or control a third-party payment processor relationship. 

Risk Controls 

A framework for prudently managing relationships with third-party payment processors 

was communicated in the FDIC's 2008 Gu;dance on Payment Processor Relat;onsh;ps.l0 

Financial institutions in relationships with payment processors should establish clear lines of 

responsibility for controlling the associated risks. Such responsibilities include effective due 

diligence and underwriting, as well as ongoing monitoring of high-risk accounts for an increase 

in unauthorized returns and suspicious activity and maintenance of adequate balances or reserves 

to cover expected high levels of returned items. The relationship should be governed by a 

written contract between the financial institution and the third-party payment processor which 

outlines each party's duties and responsibilities. Implementing appropriate and effective controls 

over payment processors and their merchant clients will help identify those processors working 

with fraudulent telemarketers or other unscrupulous merchants and help ensure the financial 

institution does not facilitate such transactions. 

Due  and  

Due diligence and prudent underwriting standards are critical components of a risk 

mitigation program. Financial institutions should implement policies and procedures that reduce 

the likelihood of establishing or maintaining a relationship with payment processors through 

which unscrupulous merchants can access customers' deposit accounts. 

lO
Financiai Institution Lctter (FIL) 127-2008, Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships. Noycmbcr 7, 2008_ 

h1trJ��J':�):.'?L.rQ!.�:£.':� /!):;��';.�;,:J!.t;.\��J}':)'4}):;.i.+}L;�(�Q�:J)�J..�7JlJ.m.t 
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Financial institutions that initiate transactions for payment processors should develop a 

processor approval program that extends beyond credit risk management. This program should 

incorporate an effective due diligence and underwriting policy that, among other things, requires 

background checks of payment processors and merchant clients. A processor approval program 

will help validate the activities, creditworthiness, and business practices of the payment 

processor and should, at a minimum, authenticate the processor's business operations and assess 

the entity's risk level. Any processor assessment should include: 

• Reviewing the processor's promotional materials, including its Web site, to determine the 

target clientele. 

• Determining if the processor re-sells its services to "Independent Sales Organizations" (a 

company contracted to procure new merchant relationships) or through "gateway 

arrangements" (selling excess capacity to third parties, which in turn sell services to other 

individuals unknown to the payment processor). 

• Reviewing the processor's policies, procedures, and processes to determine the adequacy 

of due dil igence standards for new merchants. 

• Identifying the major lines of business and volume for the processor's customers. 

13 
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• Maintaining appropriate balances or reserves for each individual merchant based on the 

type of client and the risk involved in the transactions processed and the expected volume 

of returned items. 

• Reviewing corporate documentation, obtaining information on the processor from 

independent reporting services and, if applicable, documentation on principal owners. 

• Visiting the processor's business operations center. 

• Requesting copies of consumer complaints and the procedures for handling consumer 

complaints and redress. 

• Information pertaining to any litigation, and actions brought by federal, state, or local 

regulatory or enforcement agencies. 

• Information about the history of returned items and customer refunds. 

Financial institutions should require the payment processor to provide information on its 

merchant clients, such as the merchant's name, principal business activity, geographic location, 

and sales techniques. Additionally, f nancial institutions should verify directly, or through the 

payment processor, that the originator of the payment (i.e. , the merchant) is operating a 

legitimate business. Such verification could include comparing the identifying information with 

public record, fraud databases and a trusted third party, such as a credit report from a consumer 

14 
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reporting agency or the state Better Business Bureau, or checking references from other financial 

institutions. 

  

Financial institutions are required to have a Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering 

(BSAI AML) compliance program and appropriate policies, procedures, and processes in place 

for monitoring, detecting, and reporting suspicious activity. 
11 However, non-bank payment 

processors generally are not subject to BSAI ANIL regulatory requirements and, therefore, some 

payment processors may be vulnerable to money laundering, identity theft, fraud schemes, and 

illicit transactions. The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council BSAI AML 

Examination Manual urges financial institutions to effectively assess and manage risk with 

respect to third-party payment processors. As a result, a financial institution's risk mitigation 

program should include procedures for monitoring payment processor information, such as 

merchant data, transaction volume, and charge-back history. 
12 

Appropriate Supervisory Responses 

In those instances where examiners determine that a financial institution fail s to have an 

adequate program in place to monitor and address risks associated with third-party payment 

processor relationships, formal or informal enforcement actions may be appropriate. Formal 

actions have included Cease and Desist Orders under Section 8(b) or 8(c) of the Federal Deposit 

11 Banks  bank holding companies  and their subsidiaries arc required by federal regulations to file a Suspicious Activit\" Report ifthe\ know  

susp�et. or have reason to suspect the transaction may involve potential money laundering or other illegal activity: is designed to �vad� the Bank 
Secrecy Act or its implementing regulations: has no business or apparent lawful purpose. or is not the type oftransaction in which particular 
customer would nOlmally be expected to engage, Sec 12 CFR 353 
(http://www fiiec gov/bsa_aml_intobase/pages_manllajireglllations/12CFR353 htm) and 31 CFR 103 18 

(ht%L�'��::�::�::�J}���_ _g�::��h:�����l_l_��_��r_��t��:_ :�!r�.s_�:���?::���L�:�E; �l�����������)_�;tl��_U} ? I'_L!J_ ) 

12 See: "Third Party  Pa yment Processors Overview," from t he Bank Secrecy .-\c1:1Ali Money Laundering Examination Mmmal. 
htJ2 ��:�y::\:_yJJ!���g�_'�J!�:�_�lrr:1�J}}_:���l��-'r'_[�z:::�_!}}���}�!�L�-?J:_\�!_Q��Lht}���:.  
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Insurance (FDI) Act, as well as assessment of Civil Money Penalties under Section 8(i) of the 

FDI Act. These orders have required the financial institution to immediately terminate the high

risk relationship and establish reserves or funds on deposit to cover anticipated charge backs. 

As appropriate, the examiner will determine if financial institution management has 

knowledge that the payment processor or the merchant clients are engaging in unfair and 

deceptive practices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. In those 

cases where a financial institution does not conduct due diligence, accepts a heightened level of 

risk, and allows transactions for high-risk merchants to pass though it, it may be determined that 

the financial institution is aiding and abetting the merchants. This also could indicate a disregard 

for the potential for financial harm to consumers and, as a result, the financial institution may be 

subject to civil money penalties or required to provide restitution. 

Conclusion 

Deposit relationships with payment processors expose financial institutions to risks that 

may not be present in relationships with other commercial customers. To limit potential risks, 

financial institutions should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include 

appropriate oversight and controls commensurate with the risk and complexity of the activities. 

At a minimum, risk mitigation programs should provide that the financial institution assess its 

risk tolerance for this type of activity, verify the legitimacy of the payment processor's business 

operations, and monitor payment processor relationships for suspicious activity. 

16 
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Financial institutions should act promptly if they believe fraudulent or improper activities 

have occurred related to a payment processor's activities. Appropriate actions may include f ling 

a Suspicious Activity Report, requiring the payment processor to cease processing for that 

specific merchant, or terminating the financial institution's relationship with the payment 

processor. Should it be determined that a f nancial institution does not have an adequate 

program in place to monitor and address the risks associated with third-party payment processor 

relationships, an appropriate supervisory response will be used to require the financial institution 

to correct the def ciencies. 

Michael B. Benardo 

Chief, Cyber-Fraud and Financial Crimes Section 

Division of Risk Management Supervision 

  

Robert J. Wirtz 

Assistant Regional Director (Compliance) 

Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection 

 nov .:;)

Kathryn M. Weatherby 

Examination Specialist (Fraud) 

Cyber-Fraud and Financial Crimes Section 

Division of Risk Management Supervision 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:58 PM 

RE: Creating new matters in ALIS 

1'!Ia'arn ... Coulu you pleasE, create for Lance anU me a matter called "Operation Chokepoint"? '>Me afe working on Ci multi

agency taskforce headed bV DOJ that focuses on third party payment processors and ttleir relationsh,ps vVlth banks and 

the .A.CH neLvvork. As part of that project vve are revie'Ning subpoenas served upon financicll institutions cmd 1M's. 

Let me knovv if you have any questions or need any addibonal info. 

[can 'IOU pretty that up and make it vJOrk?J 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: Legal Consumer Section 

Subject: Creating new matters in ALIS 

Good afternoon everyone. Regardless of the status of new ALIS matters with Chris TA, 
there continue to be a steady flow of new matters coming from DCP. Some of you have 
created several already. In early June, I had offered to create matters in ALIS once it 
went live for consumer matters and sent around a spreadsheet for each office for that 
purpose. 

To the extent that you have matters not yet created and would like some help with that, 
I am available to help create them tomorrow or Monday. If so, please send me your 
list. 

Today I also recorded a CMP payment in ALIS if anyone has questions on doing that. 

Thanks. 

 
Management Analyst 

Legal Division, Consumer Section 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

550 17th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20429 0002 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:59 AM 

Subject: RE: Did you open Project Chokepoint (our DOJ /Spike Lee Joint) on Go Ask ALIS? 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, July 24,2013 9:41 AM 
To: 
Cc:  

Subject: RE: Did you open Project Chokepoint (our DOJ jSpike Lee JOint) on Go Ask AUS? 

Opening it now as I type this sorry for the delay. 

 
Management Analyst 

Legal Division, Consumer Section 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

550 17th Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20429-0002 

(

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 4:02 Plv] 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: Did you open Project Chokepoint (our DOJ jSpike Lee JOint) on Go Ask AUS? 

Counsel, Consumer Enforcement Unit 

Legal Division, FDIC 

FDICHOGR00003559 



This material has been redacted. 

April 2, 2014 

M. Anthony Lowe 
Regional Director 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Chicago Regional Office 
300 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1700 
Chicago, IL 60606 

Charles Vice 
Commissioner 
Commonwealth of Kentucky 
Public Protection Cabinet 
Department of Financial Institutions 
1025 Capital Center, Suite 200 
Frankfort, KY 40601 

RE: Response to Item 2 of Memorandum of Understanding 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed you will find our Due Diligence Program ("Program") that was drafted pursuant to item 2 of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOD) among the Bank, the Regional Director of the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and the Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Financial Institutions, 
effective February 3, 2014. The Program will be incorporated into our Policy w hich we anticipate will be 
presented to the Board in the second quarter. 

have any questions regarding this analysis, feel free to contact me at i
-'
Re

-
d

-
a

-
cie-cfj 

1_._._ .•... _ ... _. _ ._._._ ..... _ ... _.; 

This material has been redacted. 

r-'-'Redacted-' 
!. •• _ •••.•.•.•.•. -.••••• 
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Customer Awareness 

The Bank 'will make cQ�scientiQus efforts to inform, it customer base pf known or 
perceived threats a,nd risks associ(1ted with associated with ACH origination activity. 

 and  Risk Customer List 

The following is a sample: listing of the types of companies/merchants The Bank 
considers an unacceptable business category from which to accept ACH files for 
processing or High Risk business or services that require additional due diligence; 

1. Restricted Products, Services and Met/lOds o!selliil,g: 

• Auctions 
• Bail Bond Services 
• Barsffaverns (not serving food) 
• Credit Restoration, Debt Relief Services 
• Modeling Agencies 
• Resort Land Promotions 
• Talent Booking Agencies 
• Third Party Hotel Reservation Services 
• Vitamin and Supplement Sales 

2. Prohibited Products and Services: 

• Adult Entertainment 
• Check Cashing.Institutions 
• Companion or Escort Services 
• Debt Relief Services 
• Drug Paraphernalia 
• Gambling Establishments 
., Lotteries or Raffles 
• \v1assage Parlors 
• Nested Payment Pro.cessors 
• Payday Lenders 
• Ponzi Schemes  
• Pornographicl Adul� Materials 
• Sexual Encountc[ Agencies 
• Tattoo· Parlors 
• Tax Anticipation Programs 

iOlJonOIJ  
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3. ,Prohibited Methods of Selling: 

• Door to Door 
• flea Markets 
• Neighborhood Party SaJes 
• Pyramid/Multi-Level Sales 

4. Hig" Risk MerclwlIl Types 

• Short term loans with high interest rates 
• Ammunition Sales 
• "As Seenon TV". 
• Credit Card Schemes 
• Escort Service 
• Firearms/Fireworks Sales 
• Get Rich Product 
• Government Grants 
• Home Based Charities 
• Lifetime Guarantees 
• Pawn Shops 
• Pyramid Type Sales 
e Pharmaceutical Sales 
• Raffle/Sweepstakes 
• Surveillance equipment 
• Telemarketing' , 
• Tobacco Sales 
• Other Payment Processors 

Additional Guidelines for Internet Merchant Customers 

It is the responsibility of an evaluating officer to conduct thorough underwriting 
reviews of customers whose business operations involve lnternet sales using bank 
and trade verifications. During the underwriting process, the> customer relationship 
officer is to determine whether heightened frauq and returned item risk warrants the, 
use of additiQnal risk mitigation technique�, such,as estaplishinga, reserve. 

Electronic commerce over the Internet poses privacy and security concerns to the 
Bank, and those concerns are to be addressed .in an officer:s  initiat underWriting; 
inc1ud·ing the assurance of the appropriate security of transactions in aqdition to 
stored. data by the customer, are properly provided, for. Such security techniques 
include secured servers and data encryption technologies (e.g., Secured Socket 
Layers) to help protect data and transaction integrity. Therefore, an Internel based 
business customer is required by the Bank as pa,rt of itsctedit underwx:iting approval 
process to have the fol1owing items appear on its website: 

1011012013 

Privile ed & Confidential 
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This material has been redacted. 

FDIC 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Division of Supervision and Consumer Protection 
2345 Grand Boulevard, Suite 100 
Kansas City, MO 64108 

Consumer Response Center 
1-800-378-9581 

Fax number 703-812-1020 

This material has been redacted. 

,._AuJ?.Jst.1.8,.2010_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._, 

i Redacted 
. 

; , i_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.i 

We have completed our review of your email and the Bank's research into your experience with 
the bill payment service it offers. The FDIC contacted the Bank on your behalf and received the 
enclosed response. 

You used the (bill payment service) 
interface to make a 192.37 payment. When the payment set up the Bank's account, 
the incorrect routing number was input. The Bank became aware that bill payment service 

._.c;!g!.tmJ1�rnY�r�J?�inKI]�,g<:!:!iy�Jy impacted by this input error and it placed a notice on its website 
: Redacted : alerting depositors that payments were being returned and 
'-provTding-a:'teTe-phone-Iiumbe-r-'for customers to use to regarding the situation. 

Please refer to the enclosed terms and conditions of the bill pay service, which explains payment 
scheduling/authorization/methods and other features. The Bank credited your checking account 
on July 7, the same day that you discussed this matter with its representative. We enclose the 
Winter edition of the FDIC's Consumer News, as this issue contains infonnation pertaining to 
on-line banking. 

We hope this helps to resolve the matter. The FDIC appreciates hearing from the public, as these 
letters provide comment to the banking industry and help us tailor examinations to areas of 
concern. If you would like to discuss this response, please contact me at, 800.756.3558, x�8116 
(8:a.m. 5:p.m. Pacific Time, M-F). 

Enclosures 

Redacted 
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GOVERNING LAW 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws ofthc State of Georgia, 
without regard to its contlicts of laws provisions. To the exteJ1t that the terms of this Agreement conflict 
with applicable state or federal hlW, sucb state or federal law shall replace such conflict i ng terms only to 
the extent required by law. Unless expressly stated otherwise, all other tenns of this Agreement shall 
remain in full force and effect 

THE FOREGOING-SHALL CONSTITUTE THE SBRVICE'SENTIRE LIABILITY AND YOUR 
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. INNO EVENT SHALL THE SERVJ,CE BE LIAI3LE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT; SPECIAl" INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING LOST PROFITS (EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF) ARISING 
IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE INST ALLA TION, USE, OR MAINTENANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT, 
SOFTWARE, AND/OR THE SERVICE, 

TERMS OF USE (r.������_��_�_i��_� ���.Personal Payments Service) 

Last updated M�y 6, 20] O. 

1. Introduction. This Terms of Use document (hereinafter "Agreement ') isa contract between i--------------------------Recfacte- ---------------------Khereinailer "we" or" us") in con nectioh with thei------Rediicte-d-----i 
LPerso ria[�Payments Sei-Vi ce-(ffle "Serv ice ") -offered through our unli ne banking si te (th

L
e-j-'-STtei'f---------

This Agr:eement applies to your use of the Service _and the_ portion bf the Site through which the 
ServIce is offered. 

2. Service Providers, We are offering you the Service through one or more " Serv i ce Providers" that 
we have engaged to render some or all ofthe Service to you on our behalf. You agree that we 
have thedght under this Agreement to delegate to Service Providers al l of the rights and 
perf6nnance obligations that we :have under this Agreement) and that the Service Provider:s will be 
third party beneficiaries of this Agreem�nt 'and wil be entitled to Clllthe rights and protections that 
tl!is Agreem�nt provides to LIS. "Service_ provider" and certain other terms are defined in a 
"Definitions" section at the bottom of this Agreeil1ent. 

3. Amendments. We may amend th i s Agreement and any applicable fees and charges for the 
Service at any time by posting a rev"ised version on the S i te. The revised version wil be effective 
at the time it is posted unless a delayed effective date is expressly stated in the rev i sion. Any lise 
of the Service after a notice of change wil'l constitute your agreement to such changes. Further, we 
may, from time to time , revise or update the Service ancIJor related applicatiOlls or material, which 
may render al such prior versions obsolete. Consequently, we eserve th� right to tenninate this 
Agreement as to_ aHsuch prior versions of the S'ervice, and/or related applications and material and 
limit access to only the Service's more recent revisions and updates . 

4. Our Relationship With You. We are an independent contractor for all purposes, except that we 
act as your agent with respect to the cllstody of your funds for the Service. We do not have control 
of, or liability for, any produots or services that are paid for with our Service. We also do not 
guarantee the identity of any user of the Service (including but not l imited to Receivers to whom 
you send payments). 

5. Assignment. You may not transfer or assi gn any rights or obligations you have under this 
Agreement without our prior written consent, which we may withhold in our sole discretion. We 
reserve the right to transfer or a'isign this Agreement or any right or obligation under this 

i'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.� 
: Redacted : L_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._j 7119/2010 
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Agreement at any time to any party. We may also assign or delegate certain of our rights and 
responsibilities under this Agreement to independent contractors or other third patties. 

6. Notices to Us Regarding the Service. Except as otherwise stated below, n0tice to us concerning . 

_ !I::�_ �i!�_.?!_!:h.�_§!:r_y:�c.:'?
_
I!�

.
���

_
��

_

�ellt by posta I mail to: 
! ! ! , 
i This material has been redacted. ! ; 
t ..... _ .. , .......... _ ....... _._ ... _._._ ............. _, ............ _ .. ,J 

We may also be reached a(�-�������-:-Jf'Or questions and other purposes concerning the 
Service, but such telephone calls win not constitute legal notices under this Agreement. 

7. Notices to You. You agree that we may provide notice to you by posting it on the S,ite, sending 
you an in-product message within the Service, emailingit to an email address that you have 
provided us" mailing it to any postal address that you have provided us, or by sending it as a text 
messages to any cell phone number that YOl havCt provided us, including but not limited to the 
cellphone nUmb(;r that you have listed in your Service SettJp. Far example, users. of the Service 
may receive certain !19ti<;:es (such as notices of payment,akrts for val;idation and receipt of 
transfers) as text messages on tbei:r cdlphoneS. All notices by any of these methods shall be 
deemed received by you no later than twenty-four (24) hours after they are sent or posted, except  
for notice by postal mail, which shall be deemed received by you no later than three. (3) business 
days after it is Jnal1ed. You may request a paper copy of any legally reqLtired disclosures and you 
may termjnate your consent to receive reqliired disclosures through electronic commUilications by 
contacting uS.as described in section 6 above. We reserve the right to charge you a reasonable fee 
not to exceed twenty (20) dollars to respond to each such request. We reserve the right to close 
your account if you withdraw your consent to teceive electronic cOI:rirnunications. 

8. Calls to You. By providing us with a telephone mmiber (including a wireless/cellular telephone). 
you consent to receivingalltodialed and prerecorded message calls from us at that number tor 
non-marketing purposes. 

9. Receipts and Transaetio:n History . You may view at least sixQIonths of your transaction history 
by logging into your acco.unt and looking at your account transaction history; You agree to review 
Y(;Hlr transactions by tlUs method instead of receiving receipts or periodic statements by mail. 

to. Your Privacy. Protecting your privacy is very important to us. Plc&sc review our Privacy Policy 
in order to better lmderstand our commitment to maintaining yout privacy. as w�U as our use and 
disclosLlre of your information. 

11. Privacy of Others. If you receive information about another person through the Service, you 
agree to keep the information confidential Ei;nd only lise it iI1 connection with the Service. 

12. Eligibility. The Selvice is offered only to individtial residents of the United States who can fonn 
legally binding contracts under applicable law, Without lilhlting the foregoing, the Service Is not 
offered to minors. By using the Service, YOLl tepresent that you meet these requirements and that 
you agree to be bound by this Agreement. 

13. Prohibited Payments. The following types of payments are prohibited through the Service, and 
we have the right but not the obligation to monitor for, block and/or reverse such payments: 

a. Payments to or from persons or entities located outside of the United States and its 
territories; and 

b. Payments that v iolate any law, statute, ordinance or regulation; and 
c. Payments that violate the Acceptable Use terms ill section 14 below; and 
d. Payments related to: (1) tobacco products, (2) prescription drugs and devices; (3) narcotics, 

steroids, controlled substances or other products that present a fisk to consumer safety; (4) 
drug paraphernalia; (5) ammunition, firearms, or firearm parts or related acce!)sorics; (6) 
weapons or knives regulated under applicable law; (7) goods or services that encourage, 
promote, facilitate or instruct others to engage in illegal activity; (8) goods or services that 
are sexually oriented; (8) goods or services that promote hate, violence, racial intolerance, 

Redacted 7/1912010 
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This material has been redacted. 

   

To: Board of Directors 

From: [,�,�!�'�], BSNAMLIOFAC Compliance Officer 

Re: Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) & Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Report: June 2011 

Date: July 21,2011 

 

This material has been redacted. 
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The FDIC 
Supervisory 
Committee 

Releases their 
Supervisory 

Insights 

Summer 2011 

June 201) 

AML News Bits 

Excerpt From the Supervisory Insights - Summer 2011 edition: 

For the full report, or additional infonnation, please refer to 
      

Managing Risks in Third-Party Payment Processor Relationships 
During the past few years, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) has observed an 
increase in the number of deposit relationships between financial institutions and third-party 
payment processors and a corresponding increase in the risks associated with these relationships. 
Deposit relationships with payment processors can expose financial institutions to risks not 
present in typical commercial customer relationships, including greater strategic, credit, 
compliance, transaction, legal, and reputation risk. 

Although many payment processors effect legitimate payment transactions for a variety of 
reputable merchants, an increasing number of processors have been initiating payments for 
abusive telemarketers, deceptive online merchants, and organizations that engage in high risk or 
illegal activities. 

The potential for misuse or fraud exists in all payment channels. However, the FDIC has observed 
that some of the most problematic activity occurs in the origination of ACH debits or the creation 
and deposit of remotely created checks. 

Types of High Risk Payments 
Although many clients of payment processors are reputable merchants, an increasing number are 
not and should be considered "high risk." These disreputable merchants use payment processors to 
charge consumers for questionable or fraudulent goods and services. Often a disreputable 
merchant will engage in high pressure and deceptive sales tactics, such as aggressive 
telemarketing or enticing and misleading pop-up advertisements on Web sites. 

Still other disreputable merchants will use processors to initiate payments      
and services, including, but not limited to, unlawful Internet gambling and the illegal sale of 
tobacco products on the Internet. 

Some merchant categories that have been associated with high-risk activity include, but are not 
limited to: 

• Ammunition or Fireanns Sales 
• Coin Dealers 
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• Life-Time Memberships 
•  Sales 
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• Credit Card Schemes • Mailing Lists/Personal Info 
• Credit Repair Services • Money Transfer Networks 
• Dating Services • On-line Gambling 
• Debt Consolidation Scams • PayDay Loans 
• Drug Paraphernalia • Pharmaceutical Sales 
• Pornography or Escort Services • Ponzi Schemes or Pyramid-Type Sales 
• Fireworks Sales • Racist Materials 
• Get Rich Products • Surveillance Equipment 
• Goverrnent Grants • Telemarketing 
• Home-Based Charities • Tobacco Sales 
• Life-Time Guarantees • Travel Clubs 

Of particular concern, the FDIC and other federal regulators have seen an increase in payment 
processors initiating payment for online gaming activities that may be illegal. The Unlawful 
Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of2006 (UIGEA) prohibits financial institutions from 
accepting payments from any person engaged in the business of betting or wagering with a 
business in unlawful Internet gambling. 

High-Risk Payment Processor Relationship Warning Signs 

Financial institutions and examiners should be aware of the warning signs that may indicate 
heightened risk in a payment processor relationship. Some warning signs are: 

• A high volume of consumer complaints that suggest a merchant client is inappropriately 
obtaining personal account information; misleading customers as to the quality, effectiveness, 
and usefulness of the goods or services being offered; or misstating the sales price or charging 
additional and sometimes recurring fees that are not accurately disclosed or properly 
authorized during the sales transaction. 

• A large number of returns or chargebacks 
• A significant amount of activity which generates a higher than normal level of fee income. 
• Payment processors that use more than one financial institution to process merchant client 

payments; thereby helping to avoid detection of inappropriate activity. 

Finally, another troubling development is payment processors that purposefully solicit business 
relationships with troubled institutions in need of capital. 

Conclusion 

Deposit relationships with payment processors expose financial institutions to risks that may not 
he present in relationships with other commercial customers. To limit potential risks, financial 
institutions should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include appropriate 
oversight and controls commensurate with the risk and complexity of the activities. 
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This material has been redacted as non-responsive. i, .   Dennis R. 
  

From: Elston, Dennis R. 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:43 AM 
To: L�·�·�·��·�·��·�·��·�·�·�·�������·!��·��·�·��·�·�·��·�.��.�.�J 
Cc: Elston, Dennis R. 
Subject: Payday Lending and Related Guidance 

!'-'-'-'-'-'-j 
l���.�����.J 
To follow-up on our phone call conversation, the following Financial Institution Letters (FILs) should be considered: 

• FIL-14-200S: Guidelines for Payday Lending 
• FIL-44-2008: Guidance for Managing Third-Party Risk 

The FILs can be accessed from our external website  by selecting the laws and regulations tabs and picking 
the FILs option. If I understand what is being proposed, a Native-American group is proposing to offer payday loan 
products online and funds will flow from the bank though ACH transactions. As I mentioned earlier, while the bank is 
not expected to directly offer payday loans, it will facilitate such lending and the risks discussed in FIL-14-200S should be 
closely considered. I am not sure how the arrangement is expected to work, but if a third-party vendor will be involved, 

or any relationship connecting the bank with the depositor group that must be supervised, the concerns raised in FIL-44-

2008 must be addressed. 

As I stated earlier, the arrangement will receive close regulatory scrutiny from the FDIC and State Banking 
Department. In-depth BSA and IT reviews of this relationship will also take place. Even under the best circumstances, if 
this venture is undertaken with the proper controls and strategies to try to mitigate risks, since your institution will be 

linked to an organization providing payday services, your reputation could suffer. 

If the Board plans to go forward with this venture, please reduce your plans to writing by submitting a letter to the 

FDIC's Regional Director (Thomas J. Dujenski) and the Superintendent of Banks for the State of Alabama (John Harrison) 
outlining your proposal. 

Thanks, 
Dennis 
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Elston, Dennis R. 

Fr m: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dennis, 

Warren, Gregory R. 
Thursday, March 06, 2014 1:14 PM 
Elston, Dennis R. 
Payday Lending 

Georgia Bass received a phone call from L=����i�:�:=:=:lBank regarding payday lending. An attorney 
who represented payday lenders out in the Western part of the country contacted C��R_;;���ti���J inquiring to see if the bank 
would open an online payday lending account to Native Americans. Apparently, the Native Americans are located on an 
Indian reservation. He stated that there would be a large volume of ACH transactions. He wanted to talk with the FDIC 
to determine the associat�.sL[i�_�_s of opening such an account and to get the FDIC's position on payday lending. Georgia 
mentioned that President LR��.�t�� �as keenly concerned with an attorney in another part of the country contacting his 
bank to request to open an account. I told Georgia that I would send you this information since the bank was in the 

!
--

Re-aacie(r�eogra phic region. 
i.         • 

Greg 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Miller, Jonathan I\J. (DCP) 
Thursday, September 05,20136:13 PM 
Pearce, Mark (DCP) 
FW: Follow Up 

Mark I took i:1 quick look at he!" draft "guidance." 

I just don't see how ,,'Ie can do this. it is a roadmap to blessing pay day or high cost jn�;ta!lrr;ent loans. 

I think what I will ten her, generailv speaking, is that her d'-aft reallv sPeak-; pa';t the is';ues 'Ne discussed. We a" e talking 

about t.hin:i pattv reiat'shps and the bi:1nk�;' obligations to id and rnanage those risks on an ongoing basis, 

r1Dt'.vithstanding the specific busine':is involveeL 

i12r dtaft goes far, far beyond anything! il ave seen in mv tenure at the FDiC reganJing specifics eiealing with pmducts, 

will tel! her that we are in ab';olutel'! no position to say the thing', she is saying in this doc. 

Hnally, I'd like to m ake it dear to her that 'Ne are unlikely to put out specific guid�lnce about dealing with one set of 

lenders or another   tf:<Jt we believe our outstanding guid;;Jnce addresses the issues we think are relev,mt to our banks. 

I ma',! h<JVe to confront the issue Df overzealous examiners (imrnmal issue). I 'would do so bV m3king clear that it is not 

fdic policy to pass moral judgement on specific p,oducts, Rather, vl/e look at risk to banks and consumers. But our job is 

to make sure banks undersL'md their risks, and are in a pos ition to manage them efrectiveiv, whatever the product  Our 

guidance does that. Her's does not 

How's that SOU(1(f? 

jonathan 

From: L-_�_��-�-_�_��-�-_����-��_����-��_����-_�_��-�-_�_i§��_����-��_��-�-_�_��-�-_�_��-�-_����-��_����-�J 

Sent: Thursday, September 05,2013 11:38 AM 
To: I'Ililier, Jonathan N. (DCP) 
Subject: Follow Up 

Hi Jonathan � 

Thanks again for taking the time to meet with us. I really do appreciate the time and attention that you and Director 

Pearce have paid to this issue. As I indicated yesterday, my clients are interested in following up on whether the FDIC is 

willing to publish guidance for banks when doing business with online lenders (tribal lenders in particular). 

If you have time, my calendar is free much of tomorrow if you want to have a call. 

And if you need any additional material, please let me know. We want to try to give you any information that you may 

need to better understanding the lending model and the relationships that tribal lenders have with banks (directly - not 

via payment processors). 

Thanks! 
j-' _._._._._._._._._._._._._.

-

'! 

! Redacted i 
i._ ._. _._._ ._. _._._ ._._._._._.J 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Will do. 

Friday, March 08, 20132:53 PM 
Sagatelian, Marguerite; 
RE: Payday Lending 

!\ note that both Joel 5"veet (of Do.n and [v1ike Benardo emphasized: although payday lending h; a particulariy ugly 

p:-actic:e, it is only one of the TPPP problems out there. /-\nd as we have noted, l �������� ]>!' may" be one of thern, 

where the nun-bank part of the equat ion W,h !T:isu�.ing paymll taxes ami apparentlv was quite well known in the lower 

2chelon�;. 

From: Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 10:49 AM 
To ; 
Subject: RE: Payday Lending 

Thank you: b,)th. \:Vhat rlaS prmnpteeJ today's ;nquwy is thc:lt trle Ctlairman is meeting witti sorne 
t):kers next   and DCPvvants to give the Chairman Borne 'talking points" as to hOIN banks 
facilitate payday lending and why the FDIC is concerned. ! think your supplemental rnenm [iildresses 
that point. VVf:) hav(-) a fe'N TPPP Cf-1SEJS ngr,t now, two of wh;ch f-1rf) with and  Pbase 
make sure that you coordinate your efforts with and so thal 'oNe develop a consistent 
approad: regarc!;ng TPPPs. Thanks. 

From: 
Sent: Friday, l"larch 08, 2013 10:41 AM 
To: Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Subject: RE: Payday Lending 

I echo what elid bell.Ywc Let !l:1" add the foliolNing: 

Ju.st so 'Ne are all on the .same pdge, we did two memos, the .second d 5upplef"nental !l:en�o in vvhkh vve outlined four 
�;ituaUons in which a bank might be involved with fXlyd3'1 iendin):; .. including TPPPs. Th2t .�.econd rnemo seems te go to 

',',hat DCr was 3sking YOlL I ;;Im attaching 3 COP'i of tilat sEwnd memo ;;wain for' \four convenience; if Dcr hasn;t seen 

that merno, th3t may be the one they 'Ndnt. The rnenK! conclude5. that a bank's relationship to payday lending (some 

engage in it dirHtly) or to the payday leni:k:r or Tr;r;r; might by itself give r'is�; to <: po�,sible enforcernent act:on. 

depending on the nature ef the relationship. Also, the KYC regulations for banks and I'egulatory guidance on TPPPs 

:rnposing due diligence requirements obligate banks to make sufficient :nquiries t:hat �.ho(;ld allow banks tu u nco\ler 

most re;Jlly bad behavior  Those due diligence requirements definitely give us (the FDIC) grounds for asking banks to 

keep track d what their payday lender/TPPP aC[Qunt holders are doing and a failure d banks to perform that due 

diligence may be grounds for an entorcement action, ag,lin in the right situations. 

If [)CP is looking for more than that, we are happy to look into whatever they want. 'fJhat I just said is a little ab,�tract 

but the nature of the re!ationships and undet'lying cenduct will really be Key to any consideration of an enfOt'cement 

action 50 any mOI'e specific deHne;;ltion of a possible enforcement action v'!ould be easier in the context of a specific 

bank and payda'{ lending situationc 
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In that regelI'd; I h,we also been do: ng snnw genereil research into hovv payrlciv lending opHcltes in practice particularlv as 

it I"eiates to insured depository fin<lflcial institutions. While not dir2cliv involving p<lvday iE:nding, I also agre2 with 

that thl'{���������.Jc<lse looks to be <l good UJS2 regarding TPPPo; trwt warrants further inqUlrV. 

From:  
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Sagatelian, Marguerite;  
Subject: RE: Payday Lending 

"Ne have not updated the rnerno as yet because we have taken p',anv steps in the fight direction, I think but an:' still 

'!vorking on putting togethel' a solid approach on this i�;sue. Director Pearce asked us to follo\iv up 'Nith f'l1ike Benardo; 
,,·,thieh I did. �'/1ike had a wealth of information as to how payday lenders use '/<leak or failing banks ... sornetimes 'with tile 

banks' awareness and sOIT:etirnes not .... as essentially shells out of which they operat�:.. (Note: That scenario may also be 

present in the [��d.;�ii·��?,a;lk Case. ) 

A�; I think I mentioned in a couoie o' eIT:<lils and in mv st;�tu:; updates, my l'f:eeting ',Nith Mike Ben ardo led me to In 

invitJtion to hi'; present<ltior1 on third p;�rty processor', iast week. Ther-e he introduced I'fW to Joel S'Neet In AUSA 'Nho 
c;pecializes in consumer cac;e'; invDlving 3d party pnxes'oors, Joei has a wealth of knowle.dge about hOIl\' to get bDth the 

paVd,�y lender Jnd the bank that facilitates the lending, l.uckily for us/ Joel is just �;ti,;ting ( IJst we.ek ) a 5 n:onth det,�iI at 

Main Justice, JDel, I ance and I are 'Norking to scheduie a meetll1g next week, Our gOili i;; to come out oj that meeting 

with at least a broad outline of how to 8pproClch thb: pmulern. 

I hope this i�; heipfuL Please let rne know if you have any questions 

Thanks. 

From: Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: Payday Lending 

and 

I've received an inquiry from DCP about where we stand regarding our research into what avenues 
are available to the FDIC to take action against banks that facilitate payday lending, I have the memo 
you did a while back, Has that memo been updated? I know that after we met with Mark, you were 
going to explore the BSAIKnow Your Customer requirements to see if that would provide the FDIC 
with the means to get at payday lending (either by the bank's direct customer or through a third party 
payment processor), 

Please let me know where things stand and send me any updated memo you have completed, 
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Thanks, 
Marguerite 

Marguerite Sagatelian 
FDIC 
Senior Counsel - Consumer Enforcement Unit 
550 17th Street, N. W., 
Washington, DC 20429 
(
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

and  

Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Friday, March 08, 20139:32 AM 

.; 
Payday Lending 

I've received an inquiry from DCP about where we stand regarding our research into what avenues 
are available to the FDIC to take action against banks that facilitate payday lending. I have the memo 
you did a while back. Has that memo been updated? I know that after we met with Mark, you were 
going to explore the BSAIKnow Your Customer requirements to see if that would provide the FDIC 
with the means to get at payday lending (either by the bank's direct customer or through a third party 
payment processor). 

Please let me know where things stand and send me any updated memo you have completed. 

Thanks, 
Marguerite 

Marguerite Sagatelian 
FDIC 
Senior Counsel Consumer Enforcement Unit 
550 17th Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20429 
(
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marguerite, 

This is ext.remelv helpful, 

Many thanks, 

Surge 

Sen, Surge 
Friday, March 08, 201311:18 AM 
Sagatelian, Marguerite 
RE: Request for Information - Banks facilitating payday lending 

From: Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Sent: Friday, March 08,2013 11:15 AM 
To: Sen, Surge 
Subject: RE: Request for Information - Banks facilitating payday lending 

Hi Sur�Je, 

There <:u·e a couple of thirl{Js \N8 in Lege! are \rvorking on hoht nov',! First, \,ve have at least two 
activfJ cast'!s involvltl):"� third party payment processms (TPPPs) In one case we obtairH:d and ap ) 
reviewing e-mails to deterrnine whether bcmk managernent knew or was put on notice of the 
activities of the custorners of the TPPPs, includin�:;J payday lenders. Or.)Viously, vve cannot share 
\lVith[�������������] anything about current investigations 

Second. at ttle request of Marl<- Pearce, we are looking into avenues by vvhich the FDIC can 
potentiEllly pte-vent our banks from facilitating pElyday lending Two of my staff members, 

and  did some initial research, after vvhich vIe met with Director 
Pearce. Subsequent to that meeting, we determined that a potentially viable avenue was [3S;'\ 
requirements imposed upon banks to conduct due diligence of their customers, and enhanced 
due dil igence if the customer was engaged in higheHisk activity. /\t Dir ector Pearce's 
suggestion, and hav8 be�:m Wi discussions With Mike BE!ilardo in F�MS (financial 
crimes section) and they wiH likely be meeting vvith attorneys at DOJ in the next "Fe\',! weeks. Vve 
ilope to (ievelop a more definitive game plan on hov>! to adOress the payday lending Issue after 
those meetings. We are also looking at the TPPP guidance (lfJhich, of course, is not itseif 
enforceable) 

I'm not sure if this addressf:s your questions In terms of talking pOints for tile Chairman, I think 
we shoulci just say that L.egal is looking into trle different ways payday lencjing is conducted 
through OUf institut:ons, and VI/hat the bank·s responsibility is depending on its relationship With 
the payday lender. Mmeover, \vhile payday lending is illegal in several states. in sorne Slates it is 
legal . and in nwst states it is subjr:3ct to regu latory restrictions. Thus, one additional issue is that, 
in the context of Internet banking, where is the loan deemed to be made? In the state where the 
flank is iDeated, or the state vvhere the consumer resides? Most irnportanUy, we r.lieve that GSA 
requirements glVt?' the FDIC a good regulatory tool by which to LI IlCOV:3r and address payday 
lending conducted through our institutions 
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I have attached for reference a short memo prepared by and a couple of fTlonths 
ago, They are vvorking on updating [his men"iO, but you itvill get a sense of vvhat vve are looking at 
and vvli8t Vl/e believe tho issues to be 

Let rne kno\,A! if you have any 'further- questions. 

Thanks, 
Marquerite 

From: Sen, Surge 
Sent: Friday, March 08,2013 9:11 AM 
To: Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Subject: Request for Information - Banks facilitating payday lending 

Marguerite, 

Happy Friday:) 

We are working on some talking points for the Chairman's meeting with j--Reda ctec{1early next week. Specifically, 
we want to brief him on how large nationwide banks are facilitating payd iyTen-arngThrough: Extending lines of 
credit to payday lenders, payment processing for payday lenders, and being nonresponsive to customer requests to 
stop payment/close their account when payday lenders attempt to withdraw funds from the customer's account. 

During a DCP/Legal meeting you mentioned Legal's investigation in some of these activities by lenders (I thought it 
was the payment processing aspect). Are there any updates that you can provide us? What can we say about 
Legal's efforts? 

Many thanks, 

Surge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:56 AM 

RE: Pornography 

And porn ain't ill;:;gal; obscf::nity is, \vhich j:; SUbji:;ct to commun:ty <;tandards, 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Pornography 

I don'l have d lega l algurnenllo make Ii don't think) but I ag r ee that tying Pdyday iellding to pornography is d bit 

rnor,,)listic to me. 15tlll think the better ,malogy is to telemarketing. Payday lending mav be illegal some places, but It IS 

legal iN ABOUT 35 SrATESl t t In other words, in about 2/3 of the states (depending on which assessrnent of the various 

state ;a\ivs you accept), A.nd. whether we agree with them or flot, there is still an agu ment rn,,)de by some ad'JOcates of 

payday lending beyond the �lsu<)1 incListry shills Flat payday lending done right serves <1 leg,tirnate purpose fo,' the 

unbanked that regular banks vvon't/can't meet. (In 200S FDIC urged its banks to offer "I ne\'J pdl-like product vvith an 

interest rate C")P af'Ound 36"1> and it got no t,,)kers,) FaiHng to make that distinction between illegal and legal payday 

i(;�nding  and inswad lumping it in v.iiFl purelv obj£;ctionable pmdl.lct'3 ser;;(ns to me tD feed the irnpr(;;'>sion that ",e 

are trying to cornbat: that this is not a fullooblown assault on payday lending but is instead targeted to on-line payday 

lending in states where it is Illegal. if ',Ne feally think it IS th,,)t perniciDus a practice, we should expand our enforcement 

approi'ICfl beyond that limited target 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:34 AM 
To:  
Subject: RE: Pornography 

P,lIY DDA\' LENDING MAKES POHN LOOK BAD''; 

From: Rosebrock, Seth P. 

Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Lesemann, Dana J. 
Subject: RE: Pornography 

That vvas the idee! ; ) 

Di!\cCl: 

Celtul:u 

This- t;';! :!: ::::::':',;; ;;l(Fl i :: '.;cnl�d;;p. !;ll �Fl""; ;;;;:)' ',;PlH"';n :);i\ d,;;?..:)d �;;_: �rr:"::i.hcn. U :djU Jl�l'l"; J.:;;\;;;:\" ;\.1 it :!"': t:re;: ,. Vk;ISi� !ldJJ\ ,.;;\.;: :-;.:;;r;rh:  b:I  H�j.lj:\  ;;-JJ::d :rw..l immt� .. h;.;;  .:;;;} dddc it � .. n'; 
,��: �':  ��  ���1 '. ;���::: �?  ��·!t �l (?: ! �  ' :�:P�'  ���?:  : �:  ��: j ��� ��?� �: '::: � !:: ! :�:�� �� ��J? ��� J 

 
�J?   

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, AUgust 28, 2013 9:33 AIVl 
To: 
Subject: RE: Pornography 
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Weli, that got rnv attention. No'!}; j will read the ernaiL 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Sagatelian, Marguerite 
Cc: 
Subject: Pornography 

FYI: 

I just got a call from Jonathan Miller regarding why we kept taking pornography out of their write up. 

I explained that we felt there was a difference between on-line gambling and payday lending (which are illegal in some 

states) and pornography (which may be immoral, but which is not per se illegal). I noted that we didn't want to seem 

like we as a regulator were making moral judgments regarding the types of businesses with which our institutions 

deal. Rather, we wanted to make it clear that were making rational safety and soundness decisions by discouraging our 

institutions from engaging in or facilitating illegal transactions. 

Jonathan heard where we were coming from, but nonetheless wants to retain a reference to pornography in our letters 

/ talking points. He thinks it's important for Congress to get a good picture regarding the unsavory nature of the 

businesses at issue. He repeated that "one is judged by the friends one keeps," and he seems to feel strongly that 

including payday lenders in the same circle as pornographers and on-line gambling businesses will ultimately help with 

the messaging on this issue. 

If you feel that there is legal argument beyond the one I made, and would like us to push back on this issue, please let 

me know. 

Counsel 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Legal Division, Consumer Enforcement Unit 
1776 F. Street NW, 

Washington, DC 20429 

Direct: Cellular: 

This communication is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you have received it in error. please notify the sender by reply e mail and immediately delete it 

and any attachments without copyine or further transmittine the same  
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FDI(i 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection 
Division of Risk Management Supervision 
300 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1700,  IL 60606 

Board of Directors 
(_._.-._._.-.-._._._._._._._.-.-._.-._._._._._.-._._.-" 

I Redacted I 
I ' 

L._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.J 

Members of the Board: 

Chicago Regional Office 

Phone (312) 382-7500 
Fax  382-6901 

February 15, 2013 

The FDIC continually assesses the risk and appropriateness of the business lines and 
activities of our supervised institutions. We have recently become aware of F���;:�'l 
Bank's involvement in activities related to payday lending, specifically, the pro'cesslng of 
transactions on behalf of C:�������=�=������:���==�====��������==��������������������::l As a result, the 
FDIC and State of Ohio conducted a joint Compliance and Risk Management visitation 
of your bank as of December 17, 2012. 

The focus of our visitation was on the risk associated with this relationship, compliance 
with consumer protection laws and regulations, and the effectiveness of Board and 
senior management due diligence and oversight of this relationship and the 
corresponding payday lending-related activities. It is our view that payday loans are 
costly, and offer limited utility for consumers, as compared to traditional loan products. 
Furthermore, the [�i.� relationship carries a high degree of risk to the institution, 
including third-party, reputational, compliance, and legal risk, which may expose the 
bank to individual and class actions by borrowers and local regulatory authorities. 
Consequently, we have generally found that activities related to payday lending are 
unacceptable for an insured depository institution. 

On February 5, 2013, Field Supervisor Jim Meyer and Supervisory Examiners John 
George and Sean Blair of the FDIC, along with Deputy Superintendent Kevin Allard, 
District Supervisor Brian Morgan and Chief Examiner Sheila Schroer of the Ohio 
Department of Financial Institutions, held a conference call with President r-'-'R�-di�i�d- -'-'! 
and Chief Financial Officer l.�,�',�,�',�,]o discuss the FDIC's concerns relatTve'To'-th'e 
r���,��Jelationship. Members of our Region's Senior Management will contact you in the 
near term to schedule a meeting to further discuss our concerns relative to the 
aforementioned relationship. 

CHI2!19!2013 
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If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Assistant 
Regional Director  at  or Assistant Regional Director 

 at
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Account relationships with third-party entities that 
process payments for merchants require careful 
due diligence, close monitoring, and prudent 
underwriting. 
Account relationships with high-risk entities pose 
increased risks, including potentially unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices under Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 
Certain types of payment processors may pose 
heightened money laundering and fraud risks if 
merchant client identities are not verified and 
business practices are not reviewed. 
Financial institutions should assess risk tolerance 
in their overall risk assessment program and 
develop policies and procedures addressing due 
diligence, underwriting, and ongoing monitoring of 
high-risk payment processor relationships. 
Financial institutions should be alert to consumer 
complaints or unusual return rates that suggest the 
inappropriate use of personal account information 
and possible deception or unfair treatment of 
consumers. 
Financial institutions should act promptly when 
fraudulent or improper activities occur relating to a 
payment processor, including possibly terminating 
the relationship. 
Improperly managing these risks may result in the 
imposition of enforcement actions, such as civil 
money penalties or restitution orders. 



Revised Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships 

Financial Institution Letter 
FIL-3-20l2 

Januaty 31, 2012 

The FDIC has recently seen an increase in the number of relationships between financial 
institutions and payment processors in which the payment processor, who is a deposit customer 
of the financial institution, uses its relationship to process payments for third-paliy merchant 
clients. Payment processors typically process payments either by creating and depositing 
remotely created checks (RCCs) often refelTed to as "Demand Drafts" or by originating 
Automated Clearing House (ACH) debits on behalf of their merchant customers. The payment 
processor may use its own deposit account to process such transactions, or it may establish 
deposit accounts for its merchant clients. 

While payment processors generally effect legitimate payment transactions for reputable 
merchants, the risk profile of such entities can vary significantly depending on the make-up of 
their customer base. For example, payment processors that deal with telemarketing and online 
merchants! may have a higher risk profile because such entities have tended to display a higher 
incidence of consumer fraud or potentially illegal activities than some other businesses. Given 
this variability of risk, payment processors must have effective processes for verifying their 
merchant clients' identities and reviewing their business practices. Payment processors that do 
not have such processes can pose elevated money laundeling and fraud risk for financial 
institutions, as well as legal, reputational, and compliance risks if consumers are hanned. 

Financial institutions should understand, verify, and monitor the activities and the entities related 
to the account relationship. Although all of the core elements of managing third-party risk should 
be considered in payment processor relationships (e.g., risk assessment, due diligence, and 
oversight), managing this risk poses an increased challenge for the fnancial institution when 
there may not be a direct customer relationship with the merchant. For example, it may be 
difficult to obtain necessary information f ·om the payment processor, particularly if a merchant 
is also a payment processor, resulting in a "nested" payment processor or "aggregator" 
relationship. 

Financial institutions should ensure that their contractual agreements with payment processors 
provide them with access to necessary info1T1lation in a timely manuer. These agreements should 
also protect financial institutions by providing for immediate account closure, contract 
te1T1lination, or similar action, as well as establishing adequate reserve requirements to cover 
anticipated charge backs. Accordingly, financial institutions should perfo1T1l due diligence and 
account monitoring appropriate to the risk posed by the payment processor and its merchant 

1 Examples of telemarketing, online businesses, and other merchants that may have a higher incidence of consumer 
fraud or potentially illegal activities or may othelwise pose elevated risk include credit repair services, debt 
consolidation and forgiveness programs, online gambling-related operations, government grant or will-writing kits, 
payday or subprime loans, pornography, online tobacco or firearms sales, pharmaceutical sales, sweepstakes, and 
magazine subscriptions. This list is not all-inclusive. 
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base. Risks associated with this type of activity are fmiher increased if neither the payment 
processor nor the financial institution perfOlms adequate due diligence on the merchants for 
which payments are originated. Financial institutions are reminded that they cannot rely solely 
on due diligence perfonned by the payment processor. The FDIC expects a financial institution 
to adequately oversee all transactions and activities that it processes and to appropriately manage 
and mitigate operational risks, Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) compliance, fraud risks, and consumer 
protection risks, among others. 

Potential Risks Arising from Payment Processor Relationships 

Deposit relationships with payment processors expose financial institutions to risks not 
customarily present in relationships with other commercial customers. These include increased 
operational, strategic, credit, compliance, and transaction risks. In addition, financial institutions 
should consider the potential for legal, reputational, and other risks, including risks associated 
with a high or increasing number of customer complaints and returned items, and the potential 
for claims of unfair or deceptive practices. Financial institutions that fail to adequately manage 
these relationships may be viewed as facilitating a payment processor's or merchant client's 
fraudulent or unlawful activity and, thus, may be liable for such acts or practices. In such cases, 
the fnancial institution and responsible individuals have been subject to a variety of enforcement 
and other actions. Financial institutions must recognize and lmderstand the businesses and 
customers with which they have relationships and the liability risk for facilitating or aiding and 
abetting conSl11ner unfairness or deception under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act? 

Financial institutions should be alert for payment processors that use more than one financial 
institution to process merchant client payments or that have a history of moving from one 
fmancial institution to another within a short period. Processors may use multiple financial 
institutions because they recognize that one or more of the relationships may be tenninated as a 
result of suspicious activity. 

Financial institutions should also be on aleli for payment processors that solicit business 
relationships with troubled fnancial institutions in need of capital. In such cases, payment 
processors will identify and establish relationships with troubled fnancial institutions because 
these financial institutions may be more willing to engage in higher-risk transactions in exchange 
for increased fee income. In some cases, payment processors have also committed to purchasing 
stock in certain troubled fmancial institutions or have guaranteed to place a large deposit with the 
financial institution, thereby providing additional, much-needed capital. Often, the targeted 
financial instihltions are smaller, community banks that lack the iufrastruchne to properly 
manage or control a third-party payment processor relationship. 

2 Under Section 8 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, the FDIC has authOlity to enforce the prohibitions against 
Unfair or Deceptive Acts or Practices (UDAP) in the Federal Trade Commission Act. UDAP violations can result in 
unsatisfactOlY Community Reinvestment Act ratings, compliance rating downgrades, restihltion to consumers, and 
the pursuit of civil money penalties. 
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Financial institutions also should be alert to an increase in consumer complaints about payment 
processors andlor merchant clients or an increase in the amount of returns or charge backs, all of 
which may suggest that the originating merchant may be engaged in unfair or deceptive practices 
or may be inappropriately obtaining or using consumers' personal account infOlmation to create 
unauthorized RCCs or ACH debits. Consumer complaints may be made to a variety of sources 
and not just directly to the financial institution. They may be sent to the payment processor or the 
underlying merchant, or directed to consumer advocacy groups or online complaint Web sites or 
blogs. Financial institutions should take reasonable steps to ensure they understand the type and 
level of complaints related to transactions that it processes. Financial institutions should also 
determine, to the extent possible, if there are any external investigations of or legal actions 
against a processor or its owners and operators during initial and ongoing due diligence of 
payment processors. 

Financial institutions should act promptly to minimize possible consumer harm, particularly in 
cases involving potentially fraudulent or improper activities relating to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchant clients. Appropriate actions include fling a Suspicious Activity 
Report,3 requiring the payment processor to cease processing for a specific merchant, freezing 
certain deposit account balances to cover anticipated charge backs, and/or terminating the 
financial institution's relationship with the payment processor. 

Risk Mitigation 

Financial institutions should delineate clear lines of responsibility for controlling risks associated 
with payment processor relationships. Controls may include enhanced due diligence; effective 
underwriting; and increased scrutiny and monitoring of high-risk accounts for an increase in 
unauthorized returns, charge backs, suspicious activity, and/or consumer complaints. 
Implementing appropriate controls for payment processors and their merchant clients can help 
identify payment processors that process items for fraudulent telemarketers, online scarnmers, or 
other unscrupulous merchants and help ensure that the fnancial institution is not facilitating 
these transactions. Appropriate oversight and monitoring of these accounts may require the 
involvement of multiple departments, including information technology, operations, BSA/anti
money laundering (AML), and compliance. 

Due Diligence and Underwriting 

Financial institutions should implement policies and procedures designed to reduce the 
likelihood of establishing or maintaining inappropriate relationships with payment processors 
used by unscrupulous merchants. Such policies and procedures should outline the bank's 
thresholds for unauthorized returns, the possible actions that can be taken against payment 
processors that exceed these standards, and methods for periodically reporting such activities to 
the bank's board of directors and senior management. 

3 The U.S. Department of Treasury's Regulation 31 (CFR 103.18) requires that every federally supervised banking 
organization fle a SAR when the institution detects a known or suspected violation of federal law. Part 353 of the 
FDIC's Rules and Regulations addresses SAR filing requirements and makes them applicable to all state-chartered 
fnancial institutions that are not members of the Federal Reserve System. 
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As part of such policies and procedures, financial institutions should develop a processor 
approval program that extends beyond credit risk management. This program should include a 
due diligence and underwriting policy that, among other things, requires a background check of 
the payment processor, its principal owners, and its merchant clients. This will help validate the 
activities, creditw011hiness, and business practices of the payment processor, as well as identify 
potential problem merchants. Payment processors may also process transactions for other 
payment processors, resulting in nested payment processors or aggregator relationships. The 
financial institution should be aware of these activities and obtain data on the nested processor 
and its merchant clients. Nested processors and aggregator relationships pose additional 
challenges as they may be extremely diffcult to monitor and control; therefore, risk to the 
institution is significantly elevated in these cases. 

Controls and due diligence requirements should be robust for payment processors and their 
merchant clients. At a minimum, the policies and procedures should authenticate the processor's 
business operations and assess the entity's risk level. An assessment should include: 

• Identifying the major lines of business and volume for the processor's customers; 

• Reviewing the processor's policies, procedures, and processes to detelmine the adequacy 
of due diligence standards for new merchants; 

• Reviewing corporate documentation, including independent reporting services and, if 
applicable, documentation on principal owners; 

• Reviewing the processor's promotional materials, including its Web site, to determine the 
target clientele;4 

• Determining if the processor re-sells its services to a third pa!1y that may be refelTed to as 
an agent or provider of "Independent Sales Organization opportunities" or a "gateway 
arrangement"S and whether due diligence procedures applied to those entities are 
suffcient; 

• Visiting the processor's business operations center; 

• Reviewing appropriate databases to ensure that the processor and its principal owners and 
operators have not been subject to law enforcement actions; and, 

• Determining whether any conflicts of interest exist between management and insiders of 
the fmancial institution. 

4 See footnote 1 for examples of potentially high-risk areas. 

5 An Independent Sales Organization is an outside company contracted to procure new merchant relationships. 
Gateway arrangements are similar to Intemet service providers that sell excess computer storage capacity to third 
parties, who in tum distribute computer services to other individuals unknown to the provider. The third party would 
make decisions about who would be receiving the service, although the provider would be responsible for the 
ultimate storage capacity. 
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Financial institutions should require that payment processors provide information on their 
merchant clients, such as the merchant's name, principal business activity, location, and sales 
techniques. The same information should be obtained if the merchant uses sub-merchants (often 
called "affiliates"). Additionally, financial institutions should verifY directly, or through the 
payment processor, that the originator of the payment (i.e., the merchant) is operating a 
legitimate business. Such verification could include comparing the identifYing infonnation with 
public record, fraud databases, and a trusted third pmiy, such as a consumer reporting agency or 
consumer advocacy group, and/or checking references from other financial institutions. The 
financial institution should also obtain independent operational audits of the payment processor 
to assess the accuracy and reliability of the processor's systems. The more the financial 
institution relies on the payment processor for due diligence and monitoring of its merchant 
client without direct financial institution involvement and verification, the more important it is to 
have an independent review to ensure that the processor's controls are suffcient and that 
contractual agreements between the fmancial institution and the third-party payment processor 
are honored. 

Ongoing Monitoring 

Financial instihltions that initiate transactions for payment processors should implement systems 
to monitor for higher rates of returns or charge backs and/or high levels ofRCCs or ACH debits 
rehuned as unauthorized or due to insufficient funds, all of which often indicate fraudulent 
activity. This would include analyzing and monitoring the adequacy of any reserve balances or 
accounts established to continually cover charge-back activity. 

Financial instihltions are required to have a BSAlAML compliance program and appropriate 
policies, procedures, and processes for monitoring, detecting, and reporting suspicious activity. 
However, nonbank payment processors generally are not subject to BSAlAML regulatory 
requirements, and therefore some payment processors are more vulnerable to money laundering, 
identity theft, fraud schemes, and illicit transactions. The FFIEC BSA/ AML Examination 
Manual urges financial institutions to effectively assess and manage risk associated with third
party payment processors. As a result, a financial institution's risk mitigation program should 
include procedures for monitoring payment processor information, such as merchant data, 
transaction volume, and charge-back history. 

Consumer complaints and/or high rates of retum may be an indicator oflmauthorized or illegal 
activity. As such, fmancial institutions should establish procedures for regularly surveying the 
sources of consumer complaints that may be lodged with the payment processor, its merchant 
clients or their affiliates, or on publicly available complaint Web sites and/or blogs. This will 
help the institutions identifY processors and merchants that may pose greater lisk. 

Similarly, financial institutions should have a fOlmalized process for periodically auditing their 
third-party payment processing relationships; including reviewing merchant client lists and 
confim1ing that the processor is fulfilling contractual obligations to verifY the legitimacy of its 
merchant clients and their business practices. 
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Conclusion 

The FDIC recognizes that financial institutions provide legitimate services for payment 
processors and their merchant clients. However, to limit potential risks, fnancial institutions 
should implement risk mitigation policies and procedures that include oversight and controls 
appropriate for the risk and transaction types of the payment processing activities. At a 
minimum, Board-approved policies and programs should assess the fmancial institution's risk 
tolerance for this type of activity, verify the legitimacy of the payment processor's business 
operations, detelmine the character of the payment processor's ownership, and ensure ongoing 
monitoring of payment processor relationships for suspicious activity, among other things. 
Adequate routines and controls will include sufficient staffing with the appropriate background 
and experience for managing third-party payment processing relationships of the size and scope 
present at the institution, as well as strong oversight and monitoring by the board and senior 
management. Financial institutions should act promptly if they believe fraudulent or improper 
activities potentially resulting in consumer harm have occurred related to activities of a payment 
processor or its merchaut clients, in accordance with their duties under BSAI AML policics and 
procedures, as well as under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits 
unfair or deceptive acts and practices. 

Sandra L. Thompson 
Director 
Division of Risk Management Supervision 

Mark Pearce 
Director 
Division of Depositor and Consumer Protection 
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Letter from the Director

As the economic recovery 
continues to take hold across 
the country, many banks are 

exploring ways to increase revenues 
and expand small business lending. 
Lending programs offered by the 
Small Business Administration (SBA) 
provide an opportunity for banks 
to lend to small businesses while 
benefiting from an SBA guaranty. 
“SBA Lending: Insights for Lend-
ers and Examiners” provides useful 
information for institutions interested 
in participating in the SBA program. 
This article describes the technical 
underwriting, servicing, and liquida-
tion requirements associated with 
SBA loan products and provides help-
ful information for examiners when 
reviewing bank SBA loan portfolios.

An increasing number of finan-
cial institutions are entering into 
deposit relationships with third-
party payment processors that effect 
payment transactions for merchant 
clients. As described in “Managing 
Risks in Third-Party Payment Proces-
sor Relationships,” this activity can 
expose institutions to risks not pres-
ent in other commercial customer 
relationships. This article explains 
the role of third-party payment 
processors, identifies warning signs 
that may indicate heightened risk 
in a payment processor relation-
ship, and discusses the controls that 

should be in place to manage this 
risk. The article concludes with an 
overview of supervisory remedies that 
may be used when it is determined 
a financial institution does not have 
an adequate program to monitor and 
mitigate the risks.

We hope you find the articles in  
this issue to be informative and 
useful. We encourage our readers to 
provide feedback and suggest topics 
for future issues. Please e-mail your 
comments and suggestions to  
SupervisoryJournal@fdic.gov. 

Sandra L. Thompson 
Director 
Division of Risk Management 
Supervision

mailto:SupervisoryJournal@fdic.gov
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Managing Risks in Third-Party 
Payment Processor Relationships

During the past few years, 
the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation (FDIC) has 

observed an increase in the number 
of deposit relationships between 
financial institutions and third-party 
payment processors and a correspond-
ing increase in the risks associated 
with these relationships. Deposit rela-
tionships with payment processors 
can expose financial institutions to 
risks not present in typical commer-
cial customer relationships, including 
greater strategic, credit, compliance, 
transaction, legal, and reputation risk. 
It was for this reason in 2008 that the 
FDIC issued Guidance on Payment 
Processor Relationships which outlines 
risk mitigation principles for this type 
of higher-risk activity.1

Although many payment processors 
effect legitimate payment transactions 
for a variety of reputable merchants, 
an increasing number of processors 
have been initiating payments for 
abusive telemarketers, deceptive online 
merchants, and organizations that 
engage in high risk or illegal activities. 
In the absence of adequate monitoring 
systems and controls, a financial insti-
tution could be facilitating unauthor-
ized transactions or unfair or deceptive 
practices resulting in financial harm to 
the consumer. Therefore, it is essential 
that financial institutions and examin-
ers recognize and understand the risks 
associated with these relationships.

This article explains the role of third-
party payment processors and the risks 
they can present to financial institu-
tions, identifies warning signs that may 
indicate heightened risk in a payment 
processor relationship, and discusses 
the risk mitigation controls that should 
be in place to manage this risk. The 
article concludes with an overview 

of supervisory remedies that may be 
used when it is determined that a 
financial institution does not have an 
adequate program in place for monitor-
ing and addressing the risks associated 
with third-party payment processor 
relationships.

Background

The core elements of managing third-
party risk are present in payment 
processor relationships (e.g., risk 
assessment, policies and procedures, 
due diligence, and oversight). Managing 
these risks can be particularly chal-
lenging as the financial institution does 
not have a direct customer relationship 
with the payment processor’s merchant 
clients. Furthermore, the risks asso-
ciated with this type of activity are 
heightened when neither the payment 
processor nor the financial institution 
performs adequate due diligence, such 
as verifying the identities and business 
practices of the merchants for which 
payments are originated and imple-
menting a program of ongoing monitor-
ing for suspicious activity.

For example, in a typical third-party 
payment processor relationship, 
the payment processor is a deposit 
customer of the financial institution 
which uses its deposit account to 
process payments for its merchant 
clients. The payment processor 
receives lists of payments to be gener-
ated by the merchant clients for the 
payment of goods or services and initi-
ates the payments by creating and 
depositing them into a transaction 
account at a financial institution. In 
some cases, the payment processor 
may establish individual accounts at 
the financial institution in the name 

1 Financial Institution Letter (FIL) 127-2008, Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships, dated November 7, 
2008. See: http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2008/fil08127.html.

http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2008/fil08127.html
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of each merchant client and deposit 
the appropriate payments into these 
accounts. The merchant may then be 
a co-owner of the deposit account and 
make withdrawals from the account 
to receive its sales proceeds, or the 
payment processor may periodically 
forward the sales proceeds from the 
account to the merchant. Alterna-
tively, the payment processor may 
commingle payments originated by 
the merchant clients into a single 
deposit account in the name of the 
payment processor. In this case, the 
payment processor should maintain 
records to allocate the deposit account 
balance among the merchant clients.

Payment Types Used by Third-
Party Payment Processors

Payment processors may offer 
merchants a variety of alternatives 
for accepting payments including 
credit and debit card transactions, 
traditional check acceptance, Auto-
mated Clearing House (ACH) debits 
and other alternative payment chan-
nels. The potential for misuse or 
fraud exists in all payment channels. 
However, the FDIC has observed that 
some of the most problematic activ-
ity occurs in the origination of ACH 
debits or the creation and deposit of 
remotely created checks. 

Automated Clearing House 
Debits

The ACH network is a nationwide 
electronic payment network which 
enables participating financial institu-
tions to distribute electronic credit 
and debit entries to bank accounts 
and settle these entries. 

Common ACH credit transfers 
include the direct deposit of payroll 
and certain benefits payments. Direct 
debit transfers also may be made 
through the ACH network and include 
consumer payments for insurance 
premiums, mortgage loans, and other 
types of bills. Rules and regulations 
governing the ACH networks are 
established by NACHA - The Elec-
tronic Payments Association (formerly 
National Automated Clearing House 
Association)2 and the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System.

Third-party payment proces-
sors initiate ACH debit transfers as 
payments for merchant clients by 
submitting these transfers, which 
contain the consumer’s financial insti-
tution routing number and account 
number (found at the bottom of a 
check) to their financial institution 
to enter into the ACH networks. 
Telemarketers and online merchants 
obtain this information from the 
consumer and transmit it to the 
payment processor to initiate the 
ACH debit transfers. The risk of fraud 
arises when an illicit telemarketer or 
online merchant obtains the consum-
er’s account information through 
coercion or deception and initiates an 
ACH debit transfer that may not be 
fully understood or authorized by the 
consumer.

As with all payment systems and 
mechanisms, the financial institution 
bears the responsibility of implement-
ing an effective system of internal 
controls and ongoing account monitor-
ing for the detection and resolution 
of fraudulent ACH transfers. If an 
unauthorized ACH debit is posted to 
a consumer’s account, the procedures 
for resolving errors contained in the 
Federal Reserve Board’s Regulation E, 

Third-Party Payment Processors
continued from pg. 3

2 NACHA establishes the rules and procedures governing the exchange of automated clearinghouse payments. 
See http://www.nacha.org/c/achrules.cfm.

http://www.nacha.org/c/achrules.cfm
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which governs electronic funds trans-
fers,3 provide the consumer 60 days 
after the financial institution sends 
an account statement to report the 
unauthorized ACH debit.4 Regulation 
E requires the consumer’s financial 
institution to investigate the matter 
and report to the consumer the results 
of the investigation within a prescribed 
time frame. In the case of an ACH 
debit, when a consumer receives a 
refund for an unauthorized debit, ACH 
rules permit the consumer’s financial 
institution to recover the amount of 
the unauthorized payment by return-
ing the debit item to the originating 
financial institution.

Remotely Created Checks

Remotely Created Checks (RCCs), 
often referred to as “demand drafts,” 
are payment instruments that do 
not bear the signature of a person 
on whose account the payments are 
drawn. In place of the signature, 
the RCC bears the account holder’s 
printed or typed name, or a state-
ment that the accountholder’s signa-
ture is not required or the account 
holder has authorized the issuance 
of the check. Similar to the initiation 
of an ACH debit transfer, an account 
holder authorizes the creation of an 
RCC by providing his financial institu-
tion’s routing number and his account 
number. Examples of RCCs are those 
created by a credit card or utility 
company to make a payment on an 
account, or those initiated by telemar-
keters or online merchants to purchase 
goods or services.

The risk of fraud associated with 
RCCs is often greater than the risk 
associated with other kinds of debits 
that post to transaction accounts. For 
example, an illicit payment originator 
might obtain a consumer’s account 
information by copying it from an 
authorized check or misleading the 
consumer into providing the informa-
tion over the telephone or the Inter-
net. Once the necessary information 
is obtained, the payment originator 
can generate unauthorized RCCs and 
forward them for processing. Similar to 
the responsibilities associated with the 
ACH network, the financial institution 
should implement an effective system 
of internal controls and account moni-
toring to identify and resolve the unau-
thorized RCC. 

RCCs may be processed as a paper 
item through the customary clear-
ing networks or converted to and 
processed as an ACH debit. However, 
check clearing and ACH rules differ as 
to the re-crediting of an accountholder 
for an unauthorized RCC and how 
losses are allocated by and between 
the participating financial institu-
tions. RCCs processed as checks are 
governed by provisions of the Uniform 
Commercial Code (UCC) and the 
Expedited Funds Availability Act,5 as 
implemented by Regulation CC. RCCs 
converted to ACH debits are governed 
by applicable ACH rules, the Electronic 
Fund Transfer Act, and Regulation E. 

In response to heightened concern 
about the risk of fraud, in 2005 the 
Federal Reserve amended Regulation 
CC to transfer the liability for losses 

3 Provisions of the Federal Reserve Board’s Regulation E establish the rights, liabilities, and responsibilities of 
participants in electronic fund transfer systems, such as automated teller machine transfers, telephone bill-
payment services, point-of-sale terminal transfers, and preauthorized transfers from or to a consumer’s account.
4 12 CFR Section 205.11.
5 The Expedited Funds Availability Act (EFAA), enacted in 1987, addresses the issue of delayed availability of funds 
by banks. The EFAA requires banks to (1) make funds deposited in transaction accounts available to customers 
within specified time frames, (2) pay interest on interest-bearing transaction accounts not later than the day the 
bank receives credit, and (3) disclose funds-availability policies to customers. 
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resulting from unauthorized RCCs.6 
At the same time, the Board also 
amended Regulation J (the Collec-
tion of Checks and Other Items by 
Federal Reserve Banks and Funds 
Transfers Through Fedwire) to clarify 
that certain warranties, similar to 
those provided under the UCC, apply 
to RCCs collected through the Reserve 
Banks. In conjunction with Regulation 
CC, the amendments to Regulation J 
shifted the liability for losses attributed 
to unauthorized RCCs to the financial 
institution where the check is first 
deposited as this institution is in the 
best position to know its customer 
(the creator of the RCC) and deter-
mine the legitimacy of the deposits. 
The liability also creates an economic 
incentive for depository institutions 
to perform enhanced due diligence 
on those customers depositing RCCs. 
Furthermore, by providing the paying 
financial institution with the ability 
to recover against the financial insti-
tution presenting the unauthorized 
RCC, these regulatory changes should 
make it easier for customers to obtain 
re-credits.7

Types of High Risk Payments

Although many clients of payment 
processors are reputable merchants, an 
increasing number are not and should 
be considered “high risk.” These 
disreputable merchants use payment 
processors to charge consumers for 

questionable or fraudulent goods 
and services. Often a disreputable 
merchant will engage in high pressure 
and deceptive sales tactics, such as 
aggressive telemarketing or enticing 
and misleading pop-up advertisements 
on Web sites. For example, consum-
ers should be cautious when Web 
sites offer “free” information and ask 
consumers to provide payment infor-
mation to cover a small shipping and 
handling fee. In some instances and 
without proper disclosure, consumers 
who agreed to pay these fees, often 
found their bank accounts debited 
for more than the fee and enrolled in 
costly plans without their full under-
standing and consent.8 Still other 
disreputable merchants will use proces-
sors to initiate payments for the sale 
of products and services, including, 
but not limited to, unlawful Internet 
gambling and the illegal sale of tobacco 
products on the Internet. 

Generally, high-risk transactions 
occur when the consumer does not 
have a familiarity with the merchant, 
or when the quality of the goods and 
services being sold is uncertain. Activi-
ties involving purchases made over the 
telephone or on the Internet tend to 
be riskier in that the consumer cannot 
fully examine or evaluate the product 
or service purchased. Similarly, the 
consumer may not be able to verify the 
identity or legitimacy of the person or 
organization making the sale.

Third-Party Payment Processors
continued from pg. 5

6 Effective July 1, 2006 [70 Fed. Reg. 71218-71226 (November 28, 2005)].
7 Changes to Federal Reserve Bank Operating Circular No. 3 on the Collection of Cash Items and Returned Checks 
clarifies that electronically created images (including RCC items) that were not originally captured from paper are 
not eligible to be processed as Check 21 items (effective July 15, 2008), www.frbservices.org/files/regulations/pdf/
operating_circular_3.pdf.
8 Rules governing the use of telemarketing require verifiable authorization of payment for services. See the 
Federal Trade Commission Telemarketing Sales Rule [16 CFR 310]. See: http://www.ftc.gov/os/2002/12/tsrfinalrule.
pdf.

http://www.frbservices.org/files/regulations/pdf/operating_circular_3.pdf
http://www.frbservices.org/files/regulations/pdf/operating_circular_3.pdf
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2002/12/tsrfinalrule.pdf
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2002/12/tsrfinalrule.pdf
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Some merchant categories that have been associated with high-risk activity 
include, but are not limited to:

 � Ammunition Sales

 � Cable Box De-scramblers

 � Coin Dealers

 � Credit Card Schemes

 � Credit Repair Services

 � Dating Services

 � Debt Consolidation Scams

 � Drug Paraphernalia

 � Escort Services

 � Firearms Sales

 � Fireworks Sales

 � Get Rich Products

 � Government Grants

 � Home-Based Charities

 � Life-Time Guarantees

 � Life-Time Memberships

 � Lottery Sales

 � Mailing Lists/Personal Info

 � Money Transfer Networks 

 � On-line Gambling

 � PayDay Loans

 � Pharmaceutical Sales

 � Ponzi Schemes

 � Pornography

 � Pyramid-Type Sales

 � Racist Materials

 � Surveillance Equipment

 � Telemarketing

 � Tobacco Sales

 � Travel Clubs

Of particular concern, the FDIC and 
other federal regulators have seen 
an increase in payment processors 
initiating payment for online gaming 
activities that may be illegal. The 
Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforce-
ment Act of 2006 (UIGEA) prohibits 
financial institutions from accepting 
payments from any person engaged 
in the business of betting or wagering 
with a business in unlawful Internet 
gambling (see the FDIC’s Financial 
Institution Letter on the Unlawful 
Internet Gambling Enforcement Act, 
FIL-35-2010, dated June 30, 2010).9

High-Risk Payment Processor 
Relationship Warning Signs 

Financial institutions and examiners 
should be aware of the warning signs 
that may indicate heightened risk in 
a payment processor relationship. 
One of the more telling signs is a high 
volume of consumer complaints that 
suggest a merchant client is inappro-
priately obtaining personal account 
information; misleading customers 
as to the quality, effectiveness, and 
usefulness of the goods or services 
being offered; or misstating the sales 
price or charging additional and some-
times recurring fees that are not accu-
rately disclosed or properly authorized 
during the sales transaction. However, 
this may be somewhat difficult to 
determine in that it may be almost 

9 12 CFR Part 233 – Regulation GG, Financial Institution Letter (FIL) 35-2010, Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforce-
ment Act, dated June 30, 2010. See http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2010/fil10035.html.

http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2010/fil10035.html
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impossible for financial institutions 
and examiners to know if consumers 
are submitting complaints directly 
to the payment processor or the 
merchants. One way financial institu-
tions and examiners can determine 
if consumers are making complaints 
or voicing their dissatisfaction is to 
review certain Web sites, such as 
those for regional Better Business 
Bureaus, or blogs intended to collect 
and share such information to alert 
other consumers.

Financial institutions with third-
party payment processor relationships 
should consider monitoring the Inter-
net for complaints that mention them 
by name. The financial institution’s 
name typically appears on the face 
of a RCC or in the record of an ACH 
debit. As a result, consumers often 
associate the financial institution with 
the transaction and may complain 
about the institution facilitating the 
payment. Complaints also may be 
lodged with the depository financial 
institution by the financial institu-
tion of the consumer whose account 
was charged. As required by statute 
and federal regulation, the depository 
financial institution must acknowl-
edge, research, and respond to each 
complaint made directly to them. 

Another indication of the potential 
for heightened risk in a payment 
processor relationship is a large 
number of returns or charge backs. 
Consumers who are dissatisfied 
with goods or services delivered or 
provided, or consumers who feel 
they were deceived or coerced into 
providing their account information, 
can request their financial institution 
return the RCC or ACH debit to the 
depository financial institution as an 
unauthorized transaction. In addi-
tion, items may be returned if insuf-
ficient funds are available to cover the 
unauthorized items, resulting in the 
consumer’s account being overdrawn. 
In these circumstances, the items 

often are returned as “NSF” rather 
than as “unauthorized.” Accordingly, 
financial institutions with payment 
processor relationships should imple-
ment systems to monitor for higher 
rates of returns or charge backs, 
which can be evidence of fraudulent 
activity.

Another warning sign is a significant 
amount of activity which generates 
a higher than normal level of fee 
income. In an increasingly competi-
tive market place, financial institu-
tions are looking for ways to grow 
non-interest fee income, and this is 
especially true for troubled institu-
tions. Although fee income from third-
party payment processor relationships 
may benefit an institution’s bottom 
line, it can indicate an increased 
level of risk. Side agreements may 
be established between payment 
processors and financial institutions, 
whereby the payment processor pays 
the institution a fee for each item 
deposited, generating a higher level 
of fee income. However, the greatest 
source of income from these rela-
tionships tends to be returned item 
fees. Financial institutions routinely 
charge deposit customers a fee for 
each returned item. Because payment 
processors may generate a high 
volume of returned items, the fee 
income associated with this activity is 
typically much higher.

As a caveat, financial institutions 
and examiners should be alert for 
payment processors that use more 
than one financial institution to 
process merchant client payments, or 
nested arrangements where a payment 
processor’s merchant client is also 
doing third-party payment processing. 
Spreading the activity among several 
institutions may allow processors that 
engage in inappropriate activity to 
avoid detection. For example, a single 
institution may not detect high levels 
of returned items if they are spread 
among several financial institutions. 

Third-Party Payment Processors
continued from pg. 7
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Payment processors also may use 
multiple financial institutions in case 
one or more of the relationships is 
terminated as a result of suspicious 
activity.

Finally, another troubling develop-
ment is payment processors that 
purposefully solicit business relation-
ships with troubled institutions in 
need of capital. Payment processors 
identify and establish relationships 
with troubled institutions as these 
institutions may be more willing to 
engage in higher-risk transactions 
in return for increased fee income. 
In some cases, payment processors 
have made a commitment to purchase 
stock in certain troubled financial 
institutions or guarantee to retain 
a large deposit with the institution, 
thereby providing additional, needed 
capital. Often, the targeted financial 
institutions are smaller, community 
banks that lack the infrastructure to 
properly manage or control a third-
party payment processor relationship.

Risk Controls

A framework for prudently manag-
ing relationships with third-party 
payment processors was communi-
cated in the FDIC’s 2008 Guidance on 
Payment Processor Relationships.10 
Financial institutions in relation-
ships with payment processors should 
establish clear lines of responsibility 
for controlling the associated risks. 
Such responsibilities include effec-
tive due diligence and underwrit-
ing, as well as ongoing monitoring of 
high-risk accounts for an increase in 
unauthorized returns and suspicious 

activity and maintenance of adequate 
balances or reserves to cover expected 
high levels of returned items. The 
relationship should be governed by a 
written contract between the finan-
cial institution and the third-party 
payment processor which outlines 
each party’s duties and responsi-
bilities. Implementing appropriate 
and effective controls over payment 
processors and their merchant clients 
will help identify those processors 
working with fraudulent telemarketers 
or other unscrupulous merchants and 
help ensure the financial institution 
does not facilitate such transactions.

Due Diligence and 
Underwriting

Due diligence and prudent under-
writing standards are critical compo-
nents of a risk mitigation program. 
Financial institutions should imple-
ment policies and procedures that 
reduce the likelihood of establishing 
or maintaining a relationship with 
payment processors through which 
unscrupulous merchants can access 
customers’ deposit accounts.

Financial institutions that initiate 
transactions for payment processors 
should develop a processor approval 
program that extends beyond credit 
risk management. This program 
should incorporate an effective due 
diligence and underwriting policy that, 
among other things, requires back-
ground checks of payment processors 
and merchant clients. A processor 
approval program will help validate 
the activities, creditworthiness, and 
business practices of the payment 
processor and should, at a minimum, 

10 Financial Institution Letter (FIL) 127-2008, Guidance on Payment Processor Relationships, November 7, 2008, 
http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2008/fil08127.html.

http://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2008/fil08127.html
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authenticate the processor’s business 
operations and assess the entity’s 
risk level. Any processor assessment 
should include:

 � Reviewing the processor’s promo-
tional materials, including its 
Web site, to determine the target 
clientele.

 � Determining if the processor 
re-sells its services to “Independent 
Sales Organizations” (companies 
contracted to procure new merchant 
relationships) or through “gate-
way arrangements” (selling excess 
capacity to third parties, which 
in turn sell services to other indi-
viduals unknown to the payment 
processor).

 � Reviewing the processor’s policies, 
procedures, and processes to deter-
mine the adequacy of due diligence 
standards for new merchants.

 � Identifying the major lines of busi-
ness and volume for the processor’s 
customers.

 � Determining whether the institu-
tion maintains appropriate balances 
or reserves for each individual 
merchant based on the type of client 
and the risk involved in the transac-
tions processed and the expected 
volume of returned items.

 � Reviewing corporate documentation, 
obtaining information on the proces-
sor from independent reporting 
services and, if applicable, documen-
tation on principal owners.

 � Visiting the processor’s business 
operations center.

 � Requesting copies of consumer 
complaints and the procedures for 
handling consumer complaints and 
redress.

 � Obtaining information pertaining to 
any litigation and actions brought by 
federal, state, or local regulatory or 
enforcement agencies.

 � Obtaining information about the 
history of returned items and 
customer refunds. 

Financial institutions should require 
the payment processor to provide 
information on its merchant clients, 
such as the merchant’s name, prin-
cipal business activity, geographic 
location, and sales techniques. Addi-
tionally, financial institutions should 
verify directly, or through the payment 
processor, that the originator of the 
payment (i.e., the merchant) is operat-
ing a legitimate business. Such veri-
fication could include comparing the 
identifying information with public 
record, fraud databases and a trusted 
third party, such as a credit report 
from a consumer reporting agency or 
the state Better Business Bureau, or 
checking references from other finan-
cial institutions.

Third-Party Payment Processors
continued from pg. 9
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Ongoing Monitoring

Financial institutions are required to 
have a Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money 
Laundering (BSA/AML) compliance 
program and appropriate policies, 
procedures, and processes in place for 
monitoring, detecting, and reporting 
suspicious activity.11 However, non-
bank payment processors generally 
are not subject to BSA/AML regulatory 
requirements and, therefore, some 
payment processors may be vulnerable 
to money laundering, identity theft, 
fraud schemes, and illicit transac-
tions. The Federal Financial Institu-
tions Examination Council BSA/AML 
Examination Manual urges financial 
institutions to effectively assess and 
manage risk with respect to third-party 
payment processors. As a result, a 
financial institution’s risk mitigation 
program should include procedures 
for monitoring payment processor 
information, such as merchant data, 
transaction volume, and charge-back 
history.12

Appropriate Supervisory 
Responses

In those instances where examiners 
determine that a financial institution 
fails to have an adequate program in 
place to monitor and address risks 
associated with third-party payment 
processor relationships, formal or 
informal enforcement actions may 

be appropriate. Formal actions have 
included Cease and Desist Orders 
under Section 8(b) or 8(c) of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance (FDI) Act, 
as well as assessment of Civil Money 
Penalties under Section 8(i) of the FDI 
Act. These orders have required the 
financial institution to immediately 
terminate the high-risk relationship 
and establish reserves or funds on 
deposit to cover anticipated charge 
backs.

As appropriate, the examiner will 
determine if financial institution 
management has knowledge that the 
payment processor or the merchant 
clients are engaging in unfair or decep-
tive practices in violation of Section 
5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act. In those cases where a financial 
institution does not conduct due dili-
gence, accepts a heightened level of 
risk, and allows transactions for high-
risk merchants to pass though it, it 
may be determined that the financial 
institution is aiding and abetting the 
merchants. This also could indicate a 
disregard for the potential for financial 
harm to consumers and, as a result, 
the financial institution may be subject 
to civil money penalties or required to 
provide restitution.

11 Banks, bank holding companies, and their subsidiaries are required by federal regulations to file a Suspicious 
Activity Report if they know, suspect, or have reason to suspect the transaction may involve potential money 
laundering or other illegal activity, is designed to evade the Bank Secrecy Act or its implementing regulations, 
has no business or apparent lawful purpose, or is not the type of transaction in which particular customer 
would normally be expected to engage. See 12 CFR 353 (http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/
regulations/12CFR353.htm) and 31 CFR 103.18 (http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/
regulations/31CFR103.pdf.) 
12 See “Third-Party Payment Processors—Overview,” from the Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Exami-
nation Manual, http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/OLM_063.htm.

http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/regulations/12CFR353.htm
http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/regulations/12CFR353.htm
http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/regulations/31CFR103.pdf
http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/regulations/31CFR103.pdf
http://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/OLM_063.htm
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Conclusion

Deposit relationships with payment 
processors expose financial institu-
tions to risks that may not be present 
in relationships with other commer-
cial customers. To limit potential 
risks, financial institutions should 
implement risk mitigation policies and 
procedures that include appropriate 
oversight and controls commensurate 
with the risk and complexity of the 
activities. At a minimum, risk mitiga-
tion programs should result in the 
financial institution assessing its risk 
tolerance for this type of activity, veri-
fying the legitimacy of the payment 
processor’s business operations, and 
monitoring payment processor rela-
tionships for suspicious activity.

Financial institutions should act 
promptly if they believe fraudulent 
or improper activities have occurred 
related to a payment processor’s activi-
ties. Appropriate actions may include 
filing a Suspicious Activity Report, 
requiring the payment processor to 
cease processing for that specific 
merchant, or terminating the finan-
cial institution’s relationship with 
the payment processor. Should it be 
determined that a financial institution 

does not have an adequate program in 
place to monitor and address the risks 
associated with third-party payment 
processor relationships, an appropri-
ate supervisory response will be used 
to require the financial institution to 
correct the deficiencies.
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